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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 
 

Optical Study of Intervalley Excitons and Phonon Replicas in Bilayer WSe2 

by 

Mashael Mutlaq Altaiary 

Doctor of Philosophy, Graduate Program in Physics 
University of California, Riverside, March 2022 

Dr. Chun Hung Lui, Chairperson 
 

 

Atomically thin transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs, e.g., MoS2, MoSe2, WS2, 

WSe2) exhibit intriguing tunable properties. For instance, their electronic band structure 

and optical spectra can be significantly modulated under the application of an electric field. 

Such electrical tunability allows for interesting scientific research and versatile 

applications of the materials. In this dissertation, we investigate 2H-stacked bilayer WSe2 

dual-gated devices encapsulated by boron nitride. Bilayer WSe2 hosts two competing low-

lying excitons, namely the QK and QΓ intervalley excitons. Although its electronic band 

structure suggests the QK exciton as the lowest-lying exciton, we observe the QΓ exciton 

at ~18 meV below the QK exciton. Our observation reveals that the QΓ exciton has larger 

binding energy than the QK exciton. The QK and QΓ excitons possess different interlayer 

electric dipole moments, which give rise to different Stark shifts under the application of 

an out-of-plane electric field. By controlling the electric field, we can switch the energy 

ordering of the QΓ and QK excitons, and control which exciton dominates the 

luminescence of bilayer WSe2. Remarkably, both QΓ and QK excitons exhibit unusually 
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strong two-phonon replicas, which are comparable to or even stronger than the one-phonon 

replicas. By detailed theoretical simulation, we infer the existence of numerous two-

phonon scattering paths involving (nearly) resonant exciton-phonon scattering in bilayer 

WSe2. Such electric-field-switchable intervalley excitons with strong two-phonon replicas 

make bilayer WSe2 a distinctive valleytronic material. 

We have also observed coherent states between multiple excitons with different 

center-of-mass momenta in bilayer WSe2. By studying the reflection spectra, we resolve 

two weak features arising from KQ and KQ’ intervalley excitons. Under the application of 

the out-of-plane electric field, both excitons exhibit strong Stark splitting, coupled with 

each other and with the nearby KK intravalley exciton. We can quantitatively simulate the 

results with a model that considers defect-mediated coherent coupling between the KQ, 

KQ’ and KK excitons. The good experiment-theory agreement strongly supports the 

emergence of coherent states between momentum-mismatched excitons and provides 

important insight into the role of defects in coherent excitonic coupling in semiconductors. 
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Chapter 1  

Introduction and background 
 
1.1 Background of two-dimensional materials 

 
Two-dimensional (2D) materials with intriguing properties have attracted significant 

scientific and technological interest over the last decade. Bulk crystals composed of van 

der Waals bonded layers can be separated into stable flakes of a few nanometers atomic 

thickness. The resulting thin, two-dimensional membranes have demonstrated unique 

mechanical, electronic, and optical properties which are absent in their bulk counterparts. 

Such properties are remarkably tunable by doping, external fields, strain, and 

environmental effects. The most important aspect of 2D material is that it can be easily 

integrated into other systems or devices, or stacked layer by layer to build heterostructures 

with desired functionalities.  

Following the successful isolation of a single layer of carbon atoms arranged in the 

hexagonal honeycomb structure, graphene, the field of 2D material has grown rapidly, and 

further materials have been explored. Yet graphene was the first two-dimensional material 

known to researchers (Figure 1.1). Before diving into the great importance of graphene, it 

is imperative to establish the definition of 2D crystals. A single atomic plane is undoubtedly 

a 2D crystal, while more than 50 layers are considered a thin film of 3D material. However, 

we need to determine the maximum number of layers at which a structure is to still be 

considered a 2D crystal.  
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Figure 1.1. The crystal structure of graphene: (a) a hexagonal honeycomb lattice of carbon 
atoms; (b) energy band structure of graphene. Adopted from [93]. 

In the case of graphene, studies have shown that the electronic structure evolves with 

respect to film thickness, reaching the 3D threshold at a thickness of 10 layers [1]. 

Moreover, graphene and its bilayer are zero-gap semiconductors and have relatively simple 

electronic bands. The electronic bands become increasingly complicated for more than 

three layers: significant overlapping occurs in the conduction and valence bands with 

several charge carriers. 

Numerous properties of graphene, such as mechanical stiffness, strength and 

elasticity, and electrical and thermal conductivity, are exceptional. These superior 

properties justify graphene’s nickname, ‘miracle material.’ Moreover, graphene research 

has evolved rapidly because laboratory procedures allow researchers to obtain relativity 

simple and cheap high-quality graphene. Its characteristics have been measured 

experimentally and have exceeded those obtained in any other material, with some reaching 

theoretically predicted limits. For example, graphene’s electron mobility at room 

(a) (b) 
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temperature is 2.5 x 105cm V-1s-1 [2] (theoretical limit a 2x105 cm V-1 s-1) [3]; its Young’s 

modulus is 1 TPa, and intrinsic strength, 130 GPa [4]; these experimental values are very 

close to those predicted by theory [5]. In addition, it exhibits very high thermal 

conductivity above 3,000 W mK-1 [6], optical absorption at infrared wavelengths of

exactly πα ≈ 2.3% (where α is the fine structure constant) [7], and high sustainability of 

extremely high electric fields, a million times higher than copper [8]. 

Two findings were surprising: the existence of isolated atomic planes of graphene, 

and the fact that it remains continuous and conductive under ambient conditions. There are 

many reasons to be surprised by the survival of the graphene lattice. First, over many 

decades studies of ultrathin films have shown that it is very challenging to fabricate 

continuous monolayer materials [9]; because of a process called ‘island growth,’ a material 

coagulates into small islands. Such a process is driven by the fact that a system tends to 

minimize its surface energy. The second reason is that theory shows that an isolated 

monolayer graphene should be thermodynamically unstable, with calculations indicating 

that carbon structure is least stable until approximately 6000 atoms [10]. 3D configuration 

is energetically more favorable than 2D configuration until ~24000 [11]. In cases with 

large-sized graphene sheets, calculations also indicate instability with regard to scrolling 

due to the competing contributions from the bending and surface energies [12]. Another 

surprising finding is the claim that a 2D crystal cannot be grown without an epitaxial 

substrate to provide an atomic bonding. The Landau-Peierls reveals that the density of 

thermal fluctuation of 2D crystal in a 3D space diverges with temperature [13]. Finally, the 
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most important finding is that graphene remines stable under ambient conditions. Normally 

surfaces of materials can react with air and become moisturized. Thus, ultrahigh vacuum 

facilities and liquid helium temperatures allow the surface materials to stabilize and avoid 

reactive species. Monolayer graphene has two surfaces, leading us to expect it to be more 

reactive in air. However, graphene flouts all of the above considerations. First, most 

methods of obtaining graphene start with a 3D bulk crystal or a sheet of graphene formed 

on top of an epitaxial substrate. This procedure quenches the diverging thermal fluctuation. 

Second, cleaving and releasing of graphene from the substrate is typically carried out at 

room temperature. Thus, the energy barriers remain high, allowing the atomic planes to 

form isolated, non-scrolled graphene sheets without any substrate. This is least favorable 

energetically, however. On the other hand, if graphene is placed on the substrate, van der 

Waals interaction would also be sufficient to prevent it from scrolling. Third, ambient 

conditions appear sufficient for graphene lattice to survive. Since graphene reacts weakly 

with air and pollutants at room T, a temperature > 300oC is required to damage graphene 

in the air. 

An important aspect of graphene’s utility was the fact it is possible to observe under 

an optical microscope when a sheet of graphene placed on a Si wafer with a chosen 

thickness of SiO2 results in an interference-like contrast with respect to the wafer. This 

makes scanning substrates in search of graphene crystallites very simple. Indeed, finding 

graphene always requires special care because a slight change in the SiO2 thickness affects 

the interference contrast. For example, a 5% difference in SiO2 thickness makes a single 
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layer of graphene completely invisible. In addition, Raman microscopy can be helpful for 

a rapid inspection of thickness.  

Although there is a new class of 2D materials, an abundance of theoretical and 

experimental efforts have focused on graphene. The significant electronic quality exhibited 

by the isolation of graphene layers is the primary reason for this considerable interest. 

Charge carriers in graphene ambipolar electric field effects can be tuned continuously 

between electrons and holes with concentration n as high as 1013 cm -2, and mobilities µ 

can exceed 15,000 cm-2 V-1 s-1 under ambient conditions. In fact, graphene mobilities 

depend on temperature, meaning that µ at 300 K is limited by impurity scattering. 

Therefore, it can be improved up to ≈100,000 cm-2 V-1 s-1. A further indication of the 

system’s exponential electronic quality is the observation of quantum hall effect (QHE) 

even at room temperature [14]. 

Another reason for this interest is the unique nature of graphene charge carriers. In 

condensed matter physics, the Schrödinger equation describes an electronic property of 

materials. However, the relativistic nature of charge carriers in graphene is more easily 

used in the Dirac equation than in the Schrödinger equation [15–17]. Electrons’ interaction 

with the periodic potential of graphene’s honeycomb lattice give rise to new quasiparticles. 

These new quasiparticles are called massless Dirac fermions, which at low energy are 

accurately described by the Dirac equation with an effective speed of light νF ≈ 106 m-1 s-1. 

Furthermore, graphene’s zero-field conductivity σ exhibits value close to the conductivity 

quantum e2/h per carrier in the limit of vanishing the carrier’s concentration n. 
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The fact that graphene has metallic behaviour even at the neutrality point is a 

significant problem for logic applications. The distinctive linear dispersion relation in 

graphene gives extraordinary optical and electronic properties, but zero-gap energy greatly 

limits graphene applications for semiconductors. Therefore, discovering monolayer group-

VIB transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs), MX2 (M = Mo, W; X= S, Se), has opened 

a new window for photonics and optoelectronics. 

1.2 Transition metal dichalcogenides 

The emergence of transition metal dichalcogenides brings excitement and puzzlement 

to the field of 2D materials, as it offers a broad range of electronic properties, from 

insulating or semiconducting (e.g., Ti, Hf, Zr, Mo, and W dichalcogenides) to metallic or 

semi-metallic (V, Nb, and Ta dichalcogenides). All TMDs have a hexagonal structure, 

with each monolayer comprising a single layer of metal sandwiched between two layers 

of chalcogenide atoms in the formula MX2 (X-M-X). Trigonal prismatic (e.g., MoS2 and 

WS2) and octahedral (e.g., TiS2) are the most common polytypes. Their bulk structures 

built up a stacking of monolayers of weak van der Waals-like forces and strong covalent 

bonds that provide in-plan stabilities of monolayers. 

1.2.1 Metallic transition metal dichalcogenides materials 

The density of states (DOS) of metallic TMDs materials has two major features. 

First, for undoped materials the fermi level always crosses the d-orbital of the metal layers 

allowing electrons to move mostly inside the metal layers. Second, the Fermi level lies 
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higher than semiconductors or insulators (Figure 1.2). This can explain the phase 

transitions that occur in these materials. The great interest in these materials arises from 

the existence of charge density waves (CDWs) and superconductivity in their phase 

diagrams. In the CDW phase, a gap is opened, and the DOS is suppressed at the Fermi 

level; there must be a finite DOS for the superconducting phase to occur.  

Figure 1.2. Electronic properties of TMDs: (a) a hexagonal honeycomb lattice of TMDs; (b) 
Density of states at different class of TMDs (fermi level set at zero). Adopted from [18]. 

1.2.2 Semiconducting group-VIB transition metal dichalcogenides 

Two distinctive features are of fundamental importance in TMDs semiconductors: 

strong excitonic effects, and valley and spin-dependent properties. Due to the charge 

confinement and reduced dielectric screening of Coulomb interactions between charge 

carriers [19–22], the excitonic effects dominate this category of materials. The excitonic 

effects in STMDs determine the strength of light-matter interactions, radiative combination 

lifetime of the exciton (electron-hole pairs) [23], and their optoelectronics characteristics. 

(a) (b) T- NnS2 T- TcS2T- MoS2
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The second aspect of STMDs originates from their unique electronic band structure from 

which the valley and spin-dependent optical and electrical properties arise.  

Among a wide range of TMD materials, group-VIB (M = Mo, W; X= S, Se) have 

been extensively explored in different structures, both monolayers and bulk. STMDs 

possess direct energy gaps in the near infrared to visible spectral range that potentially 

impact optoelectronics application. Like graphene, a monolayer of STMDs can be prepared 

in different ways, such as mechanical cleaving from 3D crystals, chemical vapor 

deposition, and molecular beam epitaxy. The extraordinary properties of these materials 

are associated with the remarkable quantum degree of freedom of electrons. Figure 1.3a 

shows a 2D hexagonal Brillouin zone of thin layer TMDs (BZ); the conduction band and 

valence band have degenerate band extrema in momentum space referred to as valleys. 

Bulk TMDs are found to be indirect bandgap semiconductors with conduction-band 

minimum and valence-band maximum located at the Q and the Γ valleys, respectively. 

When 2D bulk is thinned to a monolayer limit, a crossover to direct bandgap occurs, with 

gaps located at the K and Kʹ valleys [24,25]. The optical transition in monolayer STMDs 

is dominated by the direct transition between conduction and valence bands around K(Kʹ). 

The peculiar property of STMDs is that their interband transitions at K(Kʹ) are valley 

selective as σ+ (right circularly polarized light) is coupled to the transition at K and σ-(left 

circularly polarized light) is coupled to the transition at Kʹ. Valley-dependent selection 

rules give rise to quantum manipulation of valley pseudospin degrees of freedom, including 

optical generation and detection of valley polarization and valley coherence. In a 

monolayer of STMDs, when a photon with suitable energy is absorbed, an electron in the 
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valence is promoted to the conduction band, leaving behind a hole. A hydrogen-like bound 

state is then formed, the electron and hole tightly bound together by the attraction of 

Coulomb force to form an exciton. Excitons in STMDs have binding energies on the order 

of 0.5 eV [20–22,26], and wave function extended over a large number of cells. Moreover, 

spin-orbit interaction is of critical importance in these materials, inducing spin splitting of 

several hundreds of meV in the valence band and a few tens of meV in the conduction 

band. 

 

1.2.3 Hexagonal boron nitride 

 Thin layers of hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) consist of a hexagonal lattice of 

alternating Boron and Nitrogen atoms with a lattice constant identical to graphene; due to 

its close analogue of the graphite honeycomb structure, hBN is called “white graphene”. 

hBN has a large bandgap in the UV range, making it suitable for use as an encapsulating 

layer or substrate for 2D stacked devices. Encapsulating hBN devices have been shown to 

have smooth surfaces free of defects, disorder, charge traps, and dangling bonds. hBN 

serves as an exceptional substrate for graphene, providing an enhancement of its electronic 

quality by a factor of 10. Also, a few layers of hBN have been used as gate dielectrics and 

tunnel barriers due to the sustainability of its bias, which reaches ≈ 0.8V/nm [27,28]. 

 

1.3 Semiconductor TMDs and novelty of van der Waals heterostructures  

 
Two-dimensional transition metals dichalcogenides can be stacked into a multilayer 

heterostructure. Because monolayer TMDs can be held together by van der Waals 
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interactions, designing a variety of desired heterostructures with different functionalities 

becomes possible. Recently, a large variety of novel TMD transfer techniques have been 

carried out. However, mechanical assembly is the most versatile technique for 2D 

heterostructure fabrication. 

 

1.3.1 Assembly techniques 

The manual assembly technique flourished in 2010 when the first graphene device 

on top of hBN with very high performance was demonstrated [29]. This technique provides 

high-quality heterostructures with clean interfaces between layers. It allows for relatively 

easy changes in layer sequences. The standard stacking procedure starts by isolating a 

micrometer-sized 2D flake on top of a thin transparent adhesive film, typically a thin 

polymer layer. Then the first layer can be placed down onto a chosen target of another 2D 

material. The transfer is repeated again with different 2D materials until the desired 

structure is assembled. The layers must be carefully aligned to avoid rubbing and 

accumulation of air bubbles. This process is typically performed under an optical 

microscope with micromanipulators. In Chapter 3, I will discuss the transfer function of 

our state-of-the-art optical microscope and the 2D heterostructure stacking procedure. 

 

1.3.2 Optoelectronics applications 

This section will illuminate recent applications of 2D TMD-based structures, 

especially deployments in optoelectronic devices such as photodetectors and excitonic 

light-emitting devices (LEDs). Operational wavelengths of TMD photodetectors are 
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common in conventional silicon photodetectors. However, due to their mechanical 

flexibility and high electronical tunability, TMDs can offer new applications; for example, 

flexible optoelectronics, and tunable excitonic devices. 2D TMDs devices can be operated 

in different operation mechanisms for photodetection because of the large energy gap. They 

are based on the photovoltaic effect under low dark currents, and high responsivity and 

slow operation speed in most devices. In contrast, graphene photodetectors operate on the 

basis of the weak photovoltaic, photo-thermoelectric, and bolometric effects. Graphene’s 

photodetectors exhibit wider operational bandwidths, higher dark currents, and smaller 

responsivity.  

Photodetection is based on the photovoltaic effect and primarily consists of two 

standard modes: photoconduction, in which the photoexcited carriers increase the device 

conductance, and photocurrent. Photoexcited carriers in photocurrent mode are converted 

into the current in the presence of a built-in electric field. Photodetectors based on 2D 

TMDs have a crucial issue: exciton dissociation by the electric field as a result of extremely 

strong excitonic effects. TMDs photodetectors can be in out-of-plane as well as in-plane 

structure, as both have demonstrated improvements in photodetectors’ performance The 

advantage of the in-plane design is the control of material properties by electrostatic gating. 

In addition, photodetectors based on in-plane geometry have a significant contribution 

from extrinsic effects related to impurities and defect states. The first in-plane 

photoconduction was observed when the 2D MoS2 transistor was illuminated with a 

diffraction-limited laser beam [25]. Monolayer MoS2 transistors under a bias field of 4V 

µm-1 have reported high responsivity of approximately 880 AW-1 [30].  
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 Moreover, photodetectors based on photocurrent mode are more efficient. This type 

of photodetector consists of a junction where a built-in electric field is created. The junction 

can be out-of-plane or in-plane. In general, the efficiency of in-plane junctions is limited 

by the difficulty of capturing excitons and the high built-in field to dissociate them. Out-

of-plane junctions have superior performances. These are comprised of two different layers 

– one n-type, the other p-type – which are stacked vertically. In addition, their doping level 

can be tuned through electrostatic gates. These devices do not require exciton diffusion to 

the depletion region because their exposure area is large and provides efficient optical 

absorption. 

Excitonic light-emitting devices also have optoelectronic applications. Excitonic 

LED devices are based on electron-hole recombination in junctions such as p-n 

junctions [31–33], Schottky junctions [34], and vertical tunnel junctions [35]. Emission 

efficiency in TMDs excitonic LEDs is expected to increase with high photoluminescence 

(PL) quantum yield. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that emissions in such devices 

are tunable between natural excitons and charged excitons (trions) through electrostatic 

gates.  

  

1.4 Basic electronic structure and optical selection rules of TMDs 

1.4.1 TMDs’ electronic structure 

Crystal structures of 2D TMDs have a large impact on their electronic structure. 

Bulk TMDs are known to crystalize in different structures. Three layered structures are 

most well-known and intensively studied, i.e., 1T, 2H, and 3R (Figure 1.3). In group 
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VIBTMDs, 2H and 3R phases are more stable than 1T. Monolayers in 2H and 3R phases 

have a similar structure, but the difference lies in the stacking order of layered structures. 

In fact, the monolayer structure consists of three atomic planes. The top and bottom are 

two triangular lattice structure planes of chalcogen atoms; another triangular lattice in the 

middle consists of a metal atom (Figure 1.3b). These three atomic planes form the 

elementary building blocks of the 2D hexagonal lattice, with one metal atom located in the 

A-sublattice and two chalcogen atoms at the B-sublattice. 2H bulk crystal possesses 

hexagonal symmetry, with two monolayers per repeat unit and the adjacent monolayers are 

at 180o rotation of each other, with A site of the first layer on top of the B site of the second 

layer, and vice versa. The 3R phase has rhombohedral symmetry, with three layers per 

repeat unit in the translation of each other. 

Figure 1.3. Crystal structure of TMDs: (a) Brillion zone of TMDs; (b) Different layered 
phases, 2H and 3R, in TMDs. Adopted and replotted from [36]. 

These 2D TMD films exfoliated from bulk crystals are primarily in the 2H stacking 

phase; in fact, calculations show the bilayer in 2H stacking is more stable than in 3R 

stacking [37]. This dissertation principally studies the 2H stacking phase structure. One 

critical difference between bulk crystal and monolayer in the 2H phase is symmetry. The 
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2H bulk has inversion symmetry, and when the thickness of the film is reduced to a 

monolayer the unit cell becomes half of its bulk unit cell and noninversion symmetric. 

Therefore, the crystal symmetry reduces from the space group 𝐷6ℎ
4  in bulk structure to a

space group 𝐷3ℎ
1  in monolayer structure. The inversion symmetry is present in bulk and

films with an even number of layers, and it is broken for a film with an odd number of 

layers. 

Extrema points of the energy bands, sometimes referred to as critical points, play 

crucial roles in determining the transport and optical properties. The conduction band 

minimum (CBM) and the valence band maximum (VBM) in monolayer TMDs are located 

at the corners of the first Brillouin zone. The top valence and lowest conduction bands are 

the most active bands considered in 2D TMDs research. The six corners of the first BZ are 

related to two equivalent groups, namely K and Kʹ valleys, where each group has three 

equivalent points associated with each other by reciprocal lattice vectors (Figure 1.3a). 

Extrema bands at K and Kʹ are energetically degenerate but inequivalent and transform into 

each other under time-reversal operation. In addition, the conduction band has six minima 

at low symmetry Q points, while the valence band has a local maximum at the Γ point, Qc, 

and Γv, respectively. These points are as crucial as Kc and Kv because they are energetically 

close to each other. K and Γ are high symmetry points that are invariant under the C3 

operation, which is a rotation by 2π/3 around the z-axis. Like K valleys, the six Qc valleys 

have two groups Q and -Q. Three Q valleys transform into -Q through C3 operation, while 

two groups are related by time-reversal operation. 
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First-principles calculations show that in monolayer the four minimum bands of CB 

and seven maximum bands of VB are predominantly from the M-d orbitals and X-p 

orbitals, while other orbitals such as M-s, p and X-s have a negligible contribution. In 

addition, the first-principles calculations find that the band-edge states at Kc and Kv are 

primarily from the M- 𝑑𝑥2−𝑦2, 𝑑𝑥𝑦, 𝑑𝑧2 orbits with some mixture of X-p orbitals, (Table

1.1). Moreover, X-pz composition at Qc and Γv has crucial importance in the crossover from 

Table 1.1. Orbital compositions of Bloch states at conduction and valence bands. Adopted from 
[37]. 

direct to indirect bandgap from monolayer to bulk. Large hopping occurs between adjacent 

layers due to a close distance between X-pz orbitals, which changes the energy of Qc and 

Γv [38,39].  

The wave-vector group, at K and Kʹ, is C3h, which is the mirror reflection of the xy 

plane across the metal atoms. C3 and σh are generators to C3h, where σh symmetry divides 

the five orbitals of M-d into two sets: even (𝑑𝑥2−𝑦2 , 𝑑𝑥𝑦 ,  𝑑𝑧2 ) and odd (𝑑𝑥𝑧 , 𝑑𝑦𝑧 ).

Additionally, X-p orbitals above and below the metal atom plane can be arranged in a linear 

superposition of odd and even σh symmetry. 

State Majority of orbitals Minority of orbitals 

Kc 
Kv 
Qc 
Γv 

M-𝑑𝑧2

M-𝑑𝑥2−𝑦2 , ⅆ𝑥𝑦
M-𝑑𝑥2−𝑦2 , ⅆ𝑥𝑦
M-𝑑𝑧2

X-𝑝𝑥, 𝑝𝑦
X-𝑝𝑥, 𝑝𝑦
M-𝑑𝑧2, X-𝑝𝑥, 𝑝𝑦, 𝑝𝑧
X-𝑝𝑧
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1.4.2 Optical band gaps and the excitonic effect 

The bandgap is the energy difference between CBM and VBM and can be 

determined by transport or optical means. The band gap as determined by transport 

measurements is known as the electronic gap. It’s defined as the sum of energies needed 

to tunnel an electron and a hole into the system separately. The bandgap size as determined 

by transport measurement differs from the one determined by the optical means because of 

the excitonic effect present in the optical process. In optical measurements, the absorption 

of a photon stimulates an electron in the CB and leaves a hole in VB, which forms an 

exciton by binding through Coulomb interaction. The optical band gap is the energy 

required to create an exciton. The optical bandgap of monolayer TMDs can be determined 

from the PL measurements, and for all group VIB TMDs the band gap is in the visible 

frequency range. 

Moreover, experiments show that substrates and dielectric environments influence 

the optical bandgap and change it by a few percent [25,40]. By using scanning tunneling 

and ARPES, the electronic bandgap can be determined. For example, monolayer MoS2 on 

highly ordered pyrolytic graphite has an electronic bandgap of 2.15 eV or 2.35 eV at 77 

K [41], while, on the same sample, the optical gap is 1.93 eV at 79 K.  

1.4.3 Optical selection rules 

One of the exciting properties of monolayer TMDs is that their two valleys couple 

differently with circularly polarized light. The optical transition from valence band top VB 

to conduction band bottom CB at K valley is prompted exclusively by the left circularly 
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polarized light. While at Kʹ valley, the optical transition is prompted exclusively by right 

circularly polarized light. Such valley selectivity in monolayer TMDs arises from the 

difference in quantum numbers m associated with the conduction and valence bands. At K 

valley, the down- spin of the valence bands are assigned as m = -1/2, and m =1/2 is assigned 

for the up-spin. While down-spin and up-spin of conduction bands are assigned as m = -

3/2 and -1/2, respectively. Hence, the interband transition from VB to CB in K valley 

requires absorption of left circularly polarized light (σ-), which has an angular momentum 

Δm = -1. Since the Kʹ valley is linked to K valley by time-reversal symmetry, the quantum 

numbers have opposite signs to the K valley. Thus, the interband transition in Kʹ valley 

occurs through absorption of right-circularly polarized light (σ+) with Δm = +1; these 

quantum numbers can explain the valley selectivity. Moreover, spherical symmetry in 

atoms allows electron orbitals to have magnetic quantum numbers m = 0, ±1, ±2, ±3, …, 

and the crystal lattice has a space group 𝐷3ℎ
1  that requires trigonal symmetry C3 at the K

symmetry points.  

In order to get the quantum numbers of the conduction and valence band (Table 1.2), 

we consider the eigenvalue γα (α = c, v) of the rotation C3 on the Bloch functions C3ѱα = 

γα ѱα, Including both components of Bloch functions: construction atomic orbitals and the 

plane wave as 

𝛹𝛼(𝑟) =
1

√𝑁
∑ 𝑒±ⅈ𝐾·(𝑟+𝛿) 𝑑𝛼(𝑟 − 𝑅 − 𝛿)

𝑅

Where R is the lattice vector, 𝛿 is the position of M atom in the unity cell, dc =  𝑑𝑧2 and dv

= (𝑑𝑥2−𝑦2 ± 𝑖𝑑𝑥𝑦)/√2.
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By using the symmetry of C3 on the Bloch functions, we can get the eigenvalue 

𝛾𝛼
𝜌 =  𝑒±ⅈ𝐾· (𝐶3

−1𝛿−𝛿) 𝛾𝑑𝛼

Where 𝛿 is the M atom position with respect to rotation centre 𝜌, which can be M, X, or  

the h position (the centre of the hexagon formed by M and X), and 𝛾𝑑𝛼  is the eigenvalue

about the centre of atomic orbitals [36]. We can obtain the orbital quantum number mƖ from 

𝛾 = exp (ⅈ2𝜋𝑚Ɩ
3

). For example, at 𝜌 = M (𝛿 = 0) the lattice phase has zero contribution 

then, 𝛾𝑐
𝑀𝑜 =  𝛾𝑑𝑐  = 1 and 𝛾𝑣

𝑀𝑜 =  𝛾𝑑𝑣  = exp (±ⅈ2𝜋
3

) . mƖ = 0 for the conduction bands at K 

and Kʹ valley, while mƖ = -1 for the valence bands at K valley and +1 at Kʹ valley. 

Table 1.2. Rotational symmetry and orbital compositions of conduction and valence bands in 
monolayer TMDs. Adopted from [42]. 

The choice of rotation centre 𝜌 has an essential role in determining the quantum 

numbers associated with conduction and valence bands. However, the upward optical 

transition between the spin-conserving bands remains fixed, meaning Δm = -1 at K Valley 

and +1 at Kʹ valley. These valley selectivity rules allow optical pumping and detection of 

valley polarization; consequently, circularly polarized light exclusively injects 

photocarriers into one valley. Valley polarization of electron-hole pairs will conform 

through circularly polarized luminescence. Another consequence of valley selectivity is 

optically generated valley coherence. 

M d X p ρ (M) ρ (X) ρ (h) 

CBM 
VBM 

𝑑𝑧2

𝑑𝑥2−𝑦2 + 𝑖𝑑𝑥𝑦

𝑝𝑥 − ⅈ𝑝𝑦 
𝑝𝑥 + ⅈ𝑝𝑦 

0 
+1

+1
-1

-1
0
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On the other hand, excitation by linearly polarized laser, which is a superposition of (σ+) 

and (σ-) polarized photons, can inject photocarriers in linear superposition at K and Kʹ. 

1.5 Electronic band structure of bilayer WSe2 

This dissertation focuses on the bilayer system, particularly bilayer WSe2. In a 

homobilayer system 2H stacking is considered the most stable configuration, and the upper 

layer is at 180o rotation in respect to the lower layer (Figure 1.3b). Thus, the valley 

dependent physics in 2H stacking average to zero, as required by the rotational symmetry. 

However, a perpendicular electric field can break the inversion symmetry, which provides 

a potentially controllable way to tune the valley-dependent physics by changing the 

system’s symmetry.  

Interlayer hopping in the 2H stacking system results from the crossover from a 

direct bandgap in the monolayer to an indirect bandgap at the bilayer and multilayer 

system. By increasing the number of layers, the band extrema Kv, Γv, and Qc all split. Such 

splitting is direct evidence of the interlayer hopping and represents the interlayer hopping 

strength. Different amounts of splitting occur in the different bands. Splitting at Γv and Qc 

are much larger than Kv due to the different predominant orbitals at these bands’ extrema. 

At Kv, the metal d orbitals dominate Bloch states, while the chalcogen pz orbitals have 

nonnegligible contributions in the Bloch states at Γv and Qc. The two metal planes have 

more significant separation in comparison to the two nearest neighbor chalcogen planes 

from two layers, which makes the interlayer hopping at Kv considerable weaker than at Γv 

and Qc.  
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As a consequence, the energy of Γv is raised, and that of Qc is lowered, while Kv and Kc do 

not change when the number of layers increases.  

A salient feature in 2H system stacking is that the interlayer hopping at K and Kʹ 

valleys quench due to spin-orbit coupling. First-principles calculations with SOC turned 

on show nearly identical band dispersions at Kv for mono-, bi-, tri, and quad-layers. This is 

because of the presence of out-of-plane spin splitting with opposite signs in the K and Kʹ 

valleys, and the presence of 180o rotation of one layer in respect of the other switches the 

two valleys in the lower layer, but the spin remains unchanged. Hence, both the valley and 

layer index determine the sign of spin splitting. The spin splitting corresponds to an energy 

cost of the interlayer hopping. As result, the interlayer hopping is quenched when SOC is 

strong, especially for WX2. At K and Kʹ valleys, the spin index is locked to the layer index, 

meaning that the Bloch states are localized either in the upper or lower layers, depending 

on the spin. 

In the remainder of this section, we mainly focus on the first-principles calculations 

of the band energies of bilayer WSe2 after applying the perpendicular electric field. 

1.5.1 Electric-field effect on the band energies of bilayer WSe2 

We have calculated the shift of band-edge energies and transition energies of various 

intervalley electron-hole pairs (with no excitonic effect) of bilayer WSe2 under the 

application of an electric field (E) along the z-axis (perpendicular to the plane). The applied 

electric field gives rise to a perturbation term �̂�1= eEz, which is included in the density-

functional theory (DFT) to calculate the effect of electric field on the band structure. We 
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include the spin-orbit interaction and the van der Waals interaction between the two WSe2 

monolayers in our calculation.  

By using reasonable lattice constants, we have calculated the band structure of bilayer 

WSe2, which displays the conduction band minimum (CBM) at the Q point (near the 

middle point between K and Γ) and the valance band maximum (VBM) at the K point 

(Figure 1.4). The Γ point has lower energy than the K point in the valance band. By 

adopting a lattice constant a = 0.3279 nm, which is close to the experimental value (a = 

0.3282 nm) [43]. we can obtain a Γ-K separation of 140 meV in the valance band (Figure 

1.4a). which matches the Γ-K separation measured by a recent experiment of angle-

resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) on a BN-supported bilayer WSe2 

sample  [44]. For a slightly larger lattice constant a = 0.3313 nm, the Γ-K separation drops 

to 69 meV (Figure 1.4b) indicating that the Γ-K separation depends sensitively on the 

lattice constant. In all of the following calculations, we use the lattice constant a = 0.3279 

nm. 

We then consider the effect of a perpendicular electric field on the strained bilayer 

WSe2. Figure 1.5 displays the calculated band structure of bilayer WSe2 under 

perpendicular electric fields E = 0.04, 0.08, 0.12, and 0.16 V/nm. These electric fields are 

the net fields seen by an electron in the material under the screening of the valence 

electrons. Our results show that the two-fold degenerate conduction band at Q and valence 

band at K split because the applied electric field breaks the inversion symmetry of bilayer 

WSe2. However, the valence band at  Γ  remains two-fold degenerate due to the time-

reversal symmetry (Kramer’s degeneracy). 
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In our consideration below, we will focus on the conduction band at the Q point, and 

the valence band at the K and Γ points. We denote the conduction band with lower (higher) 

energy at Q as c1 (c2) and the valence band with higher (lower) energy at K as v1 (v2). 

Figure 1.6 displays the calculated interband transition energies of the Qc1 − Kv1, Qc1 −

Γv1, and Qc2 − Γv2 transitions as a function of the screened electric field. The Qc1 − Γv1 

and Qc2 − Γv2 transition energies are found to split with increasing electric field. Here we 

have not considered the excitonic effect, which should only produce a constant energy 

offset with insignificant influence on the field-dependent energy shift. In Figure 1.6, the 

Q-Γ transition energies are the interband transition energies obtained by DFT, whereas the 

Q-K transition energy is shifted to match the experimental separation between the QΓ and 

QK exciton emission lines at zero field in Figure 4.4d. 

Figure 1.4. Theoretical band structure of bilayer WSe2 with two different lattice constants: 
(a) a = 0.3279 nm, (b) a = 0.3313 nm, calculated by using the WIEN2K package with GGA. The
electric field is zero.
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Figure 1.5. Band structure of bilayer WSe2 with lattice constant, a = 0.3279 nm calculated 
using WIEN2k under four different vertical electric fields: (a) E = 0.04V/nm, (b) E = 0.08 
V/nm, (c) E = 0.12 V/nm, and (d) E = 0.16 V/nm. 
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We have used two different approaches to calculate the band energy shift due to the 

electric field. In the first approach, we carry out a self-consistent calculation, which 

considers the response of valence electrons and the atomic relaxation under an external 

electric field (i.e. the screening effect); we obtain the band energy shift as a function of the 

external electric field. In the second approach, we carry out a non-self-consistent 

calculation, in which the applied electric field is taken as the net field after all the screening 

effects. Afterward, we compare the result of the two calculations and find that their electric-

field dependence is off by a ratio of 5.51; this ratio is interpreted as the dielectric constant 

of bilayer WSe2 (i.e., 𝜀2𝐿  = 5.51). Figure 1.6 shows the calculated transition energy as a 

function of screened electric field for both calculations (solid and dashed lines). They 

appear to match each other well after we use the dielectric constant 𝜀2𝐿  = 5.51 to convert 

the applied field into the screened field in the self-consistent result. 

We have used the self-consistent results to compare with our experimental data in 

Figure 4.4d. We find decent agreement on the field-dependent energy shift between 

experiment and theory. We note that the absolute transition energies in our calculation 

differ from the experimental emission energy because DFT cannot predict the band gap 

accurately and we have not considered the excitonic effect. But such deviation should have 

no significant influence on the field-dependent energy shift. Therefore, in our comparison, 

we shift the energies of the QΓ and QK excitons to match the experimental energies and 

focus our comparison on the field-dependent shift of the transition energy. 
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Figure 1.6. Calculated interband transition energy for the 𝐐𝐜𝟏 − 𝐊𝐯𝟏, 𝐐𝐜𝟏 − 𝚪𝐯𝟏, and 𝐐𝐜𝟐 −
𝚪𝐯𝟐 transitions as a function of screened electric field. The solid (dashed) curves are results of 
self-consistent (non-self-consistent) calculation as described in the text. Here the Q-Γ transition 
energies are the interband transition energies obtained by DFT, whereas the Q-K transition energy 
is shifted to match the experimental separation between the QΓ and QK excitons in Fig. 2d. Here 
we also show the Q’-K transition energy, offset artificially upward to illustrate its crossing with the 
Q-K transition energy.

In Figure 1.6, we also show the Stark shift of the Q’-K transition, which differs from 

the Stark shift of the Q-K transition (Q’ is the time-reversal point of Q). The electron states 

at Q and Q’ are energy-degenerate with opposite spins. Fig. 4.5a-b in Chapter4 show the 

calculated charge density of the Q electrons at the two split conduction bands (c2 and c1 

bands) with spin up and down, respectively. The time-reversal states at the Q’ electrons 

have the same density distribution but opposite spin. As optical transitions occur between 

bands with the same spin, the Q-K transition occurs between the upper split conduction 
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band and the v1 band, whereas the Q’-K transition occurs between the lower split 

conduction band and the v1 band. As the upper and lower split conduction bands have 

opposite z-dependent charge density, the Q and Q’ electrons have opposite dipole moment. 

While the Q electron distributes more heavily on the same layer as the K hole, the Q’ 

electrons distribute more heavily on the opposite layer from the K hole (Figure 4.5). As a 

result, the Q’K exciton has a larger vertical dipole moment and hence steeper Stark shift 

than the QK exciton. In addition, due to its larger interlayer electron-hole separation, the 

Q’K exciton has a lower binding energy than the QK exciton, leading to a slightly higher 

energy of the Q’-K transition at zero electric field. By combining its higher zero-field 

energy and steeper Stark redshift, the Q’-K transition energy is predicted to cross the Q-K 

transition energy at increasing electric field (Figure 1.6).  

In Figure 4.4d of Chapter4, we compare the experimental data with both the Q’K and 

QK Stark shifts; each of them is offset separately to match the experimental energy. The 

experimental 𝑋𝑄𝐾  Stark shift is found to lie between the QK and Q’K Stark shifts. It 

suggests that both QK and Q’K transitions are involved in the 𝑋𝑄𝐾  Stark shift. In particular, 

the experimental 𝑋𝑄𝐾  shift shows a slight kink at E ~ 0.05 V/nm, with steeper shift at higher 

field than lower field. This suggests the crossing behavior between the Q-K and Q’-K 

transitions. It is likely that the Q’-K transition takes over the PL when its energy becomes 

lower than the Q-K energy at higher field. Further research, such as high-sensitivity optical 

absorption experiment, is merited to clarify this issue.  
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1.6 Electron-hole pairs in 2D transition metal dichalcogenides 

Under photoexcitation, an electron promoted from the filled valence band to the 

empty conduction band leaves an empty electron state in the valence band. These are bound 

together by Coulomb interaction; such a bound quasiparticle is called an exciton. Excitons 

in monolayer TMDs have two distinguishable properties. First, strong spatial overlap 

between electron and hole in the perpendicular direction to the plane due to quantum 

confinement. Second, the absence of dielectric screening allows for an electric field 

between electrons and holes to penetrate beyond the material. The above explains the 

significant enhancement in Coulomb attraction and results in the considerable excitonic 

binding energies. The Coulomb electron-hole interaction has direct and exchange 

contributions, which include both long-range and short-range coupling. The long-range 

comprises the Coulomb interaction exerted at interparticle distances in real space larger 

than the interatomic bond length. Conversely, the short-range effect arises from the overlap 

of the electron and hole wave functions at a scale within one or several unit cells. 

Exciton binding energy EB can be determined directly by experiment. In order to 

measure the binding energy, we need to identify the absolute energy position of the exciton 

resonance Ex (optical gap) and the free particle bandgap Eg (electronic gap), where EB = Eg

- Ex.

The transition energy  𝐸𝑋
(𝑛=1)  in monolayer TMDs can be obtained by optical

means, where exciton resonance appears as a pronounced peak at a photon energy 

corresponding to 𝐸𝑋
(𝑛=1) in PL, photoluminescence excitation (PLE), optical absorption, 
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reflectance, and photocurrent (PC). In contrast, the free-particle bandgap requires precise 

measurement to be determined.  

A large exciton binding energy, approximately estimated at hundreds of meV in 

monolayer TMDs, contributes to the difference between the measured free-particle and 

optical band gaps. In monolayer WX2, the exciton binding energy is in the range of 0.3-

0.7eV, inferred from spectral features in two-photon measurements, which probes excited 

excitonic states. In addition, the energy difference between neutral exciton and charged 

exciton is consistent with the binding energy of exciton and has been measured in the range 

of 20-40 meV [45]. All of the above manifest in exceptionally strong Coulomb interaction, 

which is attributed to the large effective masses of both electrons and holes and to the 

reduced dielectric screening in the limit of 2D. When electron-hole separation increases, 

the overall screening gets suppressed due to the significant electric field penetration outside 

the material. Such suppression results in an obvious deviation from the usual hydrogenic 

series of exciton energy levels.  

In the formation of exciton in semiconductors, two primary processes are 

considered:  

(i) direct hot exciton photogeneration with simultaneous emission of phonons, or (ii)

biomolecular exciton that contains direct binding of electrons and holes. In monolayer 

TMDs, when the excitation energy is near-resonant, the exciton formation process involves 

simultaneous phonon emissions and can yield the formation of intravalley or intervalley 

excitons. 
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Chapter 2 

Device Fabrication 
2.1 Introduction 

Since the successful isolation of graphene in 2004 [46], the applications of two-

dimensional materials have been a great attraction to most researchers. In fact, the rapid 

improvements in the quality of two-dimensional (2D) devices fabrication have had a 

significant effect on the measurement and deeper understanding of these physical 

phenomena. Thin layers of 2D materials can be prepared via mechanical exfoliation, 

chemical vapor deposition, and molecule beam epitaxy. Since 2010, 2D material-based 

devices have rapidly enhanced both in quality and complexity of the devices’ geometry. 

Most interestingly, the encapsulation of monolayer TMDs with hexagonal boron nitride, a 

layered 2D material with a bandgap in the UV range of the optical spectrum, has been 

shown to reduce defect formations and help to minimize disorders from surface roughness 

and charged dopants. As a result, research reported very narrow exciton linewidth [2,3]. In 

addition, using graphene as the contact between the electrodes and 2D materials has 

reduced contact resistance (Rc). In the work presented here we use only mechanical 

exfoliation tape-based production of atomically thin layers. We have produced high-quality 

devices encapsulated with clean hBN layers, using thin layers of graphite as contacts and 

gates. We open this chapter by introducing the mechanical exfoliation ‘tape-based’ 

production of monolayer 2D materials, then explicitly illustrate the mechanical transfer of 
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2D layers into atomically stack heterostructures. Finally, we briefly present the techniques 

for device fabrication. 

2.2 Thin Layer exfoliation of 2D materials 

We fabricate dual gated 2L WSe2 heterostructures using the mechanical exfoliation 

tape-based method with WSe2 bulk crystal on a suitable substrate. There are several kinds 

of substrate that can be used to deposit 2D flakes: SiO2/Si, fused silica, and sapphire, among 

others. SiO2/Si substrates are the most widely used. The coating layer of SiO2 can optimize 

the contrast for a monolayer of TMDs under optical microscope investigation [49]. In 

addition, SiO2/Si substrates are most compatible with microelectronics standers [50]. We 

have used two different types of tape to produce 2D flakes. Scotch tape, which is known 

to have strong adhesion, and silicone-free adhesive plastic film (blue tape), which is less 

adhesive than scotch tape. We use scotch tape to exfoliate TMDs and blue tape for graphite 

and hBN exfoliation.  

There are several ways to exfoliate 2D materials using both types of tapes; here we 

review the most common procedure. In the case of TMDs, we start by taking a piece of the 

crystal and placing it gently at the centre of the tape, as shown in Figure 2.1a. Then, we 

lay one side of the tape on top of the crystal (Figure 2.1b). We peel the tape off and repeat 

this step until we have a uniform distribution of flakes over the entire tape (Figure 2.1c). 

Notice that for TMDs, one needs to take care not to overlap areas of an exfoliated flake 

when repeating the exfoliation process. Overlapping spots with exfoliated flakes would 

tear the flakes off and produce very tiny flakes. Then, we use a clean-cut SiO2/Si wafer to 
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place them onto the tape. We cover the tape with SiO2/Si wafers, and use glass slides to 

tape SiO2/Si wafers down onto the tape of exfoliation. Thus, the sequence will be, from 

bottom to top: glass slide, Si wafers, and scotch tape. After that, the glass slide is heated at 

60 - 70 0C for about 5 minutes (Figure 2.1d). In the final step, we peel the scotch tape from 

the SiO2/Si wafers, gently and very slowly to avoid bubbles. This conventional mechanical 

exfoliation randomly distributes different thicknesses of flakes over a large SiO2/Si 

substrate surface. We find that heating the scotch tap enhances the production rate of 

monolayer TMDs. Optical images of monolayer and bilayer TMDs are shown in Figure 

2.2a and b, respectively.  

For graphene and hBN exfoliation, we perform a similar procedure to the above. 

However, we use blue tape instead of scotch tape, and omit the heating step. For ultra-clean 

hBN flakes, we perform the exfoliation and peeling very gently, trying not to exert any 

pressure on the surface of the tape after placing the SiO2/Si. Our high-quality devices rely 

on using very clean hBN. We investigate the flakes under a dark field optical microscope. 

The dark-field microscopy technique collects only light scattered at angles larger than the 

central cone of the microscope objective. Thus, it provides suitable identification of surface 

roughness in a flake due to wrinkles, surface adsorbs, and inhomogeneities in the 2D 

surface. A comparison between bright field and darkfield imaging is shown in Figure 2.3. 
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Figure 2.1. Mechanical exfoliation, ‘tape-based’: (a-d) Sequence of tap exfoliation procedure; 
(e) heating process before peeling tape off the substrate.

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e)
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Figure 2.2. Optical images of atomically thin layers of TMDs: (a) Monolayer of WS2 and 
MoSe2; (b) Bilayer of WSe2 and MoS2. 

Figure 2.3. Optical Images of a few layers hBN in bright-field and dark-field modes: (a) and 
(b) are clean hBN flakes with bubbles free; (c) hBN flake with bubbles and adsorbs into surface
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2.3 Transfer of 2D flakes into stacking atomic layers 

2.3.1 High standard optical transfer microscope 

We fabricate our high-quality devices using a state-of-the-art transfer optical 

microscope, in this section we discuss the design of our microscope. Figure 2.4 shows a 

photograph and a corresponding schematic illustration. The optical transfer microscope 

consists of three major parts: Imaging system, Base stage, and Transfer arm stage. Our 

imaging system is composed of an optical microscope assembly with an interchangeable 

long-working distance objective lens (50x and 10x magnification) that allows imaging of 

the plane parallel to the Base surface. The Si/SiO2 onto which the desired 2D flakes have 

been exfoliated is placed on top of the Base’s surface. We fix the substrate onto the surface 

via vacuum connection, where the vacuum line is connected through a small hole in the 

centre of the Base surface. Two DC resistive cartridge heaters and a thermocouple are 

embedded within the Base and sit close to the top of the surface. Both heaters and a 

thermocouple are coupled to a DC voltage source with a high-power and a temperature 

PID controller. Using the PID controller helps regulate the DC voltage output to an input 

target temperature and ensures sufficiently slow heating that the surface has a uniform 

temperature. We mount the Base on a ceramic standoff to thermally isolate it from the rest 

of the Transfer assembly. The entire Base stage can be rotated 360q and translated into the 

x, y plane. The Transfer arm locates in between the imaging system and the Base stage. 

The Transfer arm holds the polymer stamp and must be translucent so that the Base imaging 

through the Transfer arm is precise. The material conventionally used for the transfer arm 

is a standard glass microscope slide. However, we instead use a thin aluminum Transfer 
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arm with a small hole covered by a microscope coverslip. Since the coverslip is about 10 

times lighter than a glass slide, the microscope coverslip significantly reduces the 

aberrations present when using a standard glass microscope slide. The Transfer arm is 

placed and held together with the entire Transfer arm assembly by vacuum. To allow 

precise alignment between the surface of the polymer stamp and the surface of 2D flakes 

in the sample on top of the Base stage, the Transfer arm assembly has a 3D linear translation 

stage and tip-tilt stage. The entire assembly allows ≈ 1µm x, y alignment, z-direction 

translation to bring the stamp into contact with the Base, rotational alignment, and in the 

plane controllable tilt of the arm relative to the Base surface.  

Figure 2.4. Photographic image of transfer microscope and corresponding schematic 
illustration. 

2.3.2 Polymer film preparation 

Van der Waal material transfer techniques have significantly improved over last 

decade. Here I will review the dry transfer method we developed and used to assemble the 

heterostructure measured in this dissertation. The first step is fabricating the polymer 

stamp, which we use to pick up and manipulate the 2D flakes. Usually, the polymer stamp 
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consists of two layers: the polymer base that must be of viscoelastic material e.g., 

polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), and the top layer of poly (bisphenol A carbonate) (PC), a 

translucent and thermoplastic polymer that is soluble in a chloroform solvent. Another 

common stamp material is polypropylene carbonate (PPC) which is soluble in acetone [51]. 

PC is found to be perfect in most transfer techniques and requires high temperature 

throughout the process. 

On the other hand, the PPC is more suitable for  heat-sensitive materials since it 

requires a lower temperature than PC. A thin film of PC is prepared by dissolving poly 

(Bisphenol A carbonate) (Sigma Aldrich analytical standard 181641) in chloroform, 6%

solution by weight. Then, we use drops of the PC solution to cover the center of a cleaned 

standard glass slide. Another glass slide is placed over the previous one and quickly 

removed with minimal downward pressure so that a homogenous PC film remains on the 

bottom. The PC film dries for a10 minutes, then we use a razor blade to cut the film and 

stack it with a commercial PDMS layer. The final polymer stamp comprises a fresh cleaned 

PDMS as a bottom layer stacking with a small square PC film on top. Lastly, we place the 

entire stamp onto the Transfer arm to be used. 

2.3.3 Dry transfer procedure and van der Waals assembly 

We fabricate and use dual gated devices with about six 2D layers in a stack for the work 

presented in this dissertation. In this section I will describe only the first, second, and final 

dry transfer steps. However, I will discuss the conditions of the procedure in particular 

detail. The first flake in our heterostructure is a few layers of graphite as the top gate. 
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Starting at room temperature, the substrate containing a few layers of graphite is affixed to 

the Base stage and the flake to be transferred is centered in the microscope field view.  

Then when commencing the heating and cooling process, the Base is heated to a 

temperature just below the glass transition temperature of the PC polymer layer (≈150 oC

for PC). The transfer arm is then lowered until very close to the substrate surface. During 

and after the heating process a thermal expansion occurs at the Base, and the flake may 

need to be repositioned. We then lower the focal plane of the microspore and bring it to a 

height at half distance between the flake and the surface of the PC stamp. Then, we adjust 

the distance of the transfer stamp until it intersects with the current focal plane. This entire 

process is then repeated until the transfer stamp is directly above the flake but not touching 

the surface.  

Next, the PC stamp is slowly brought into contact with the substrate. Here, the 

engagement may be accomplished either by fine mechanical control or via the thermal 

expansion of the Base. The former is used mainly for isolating monolayer TMDs that are 

attached with bulk flake, i.e. where the initial temperature is to be fixed and relatively high 

before the engagement of the PC. The latter is accomplished by using a relatively low initial 

temperature of the base to allow thermal expansion without exceeding 150 oC, PC polymer

glass transition temperature. In both cases, we attempt to allow PC polymer to cover only 

the area around the flake of interest and minimize contact elsewhere. In this way, we ensure 

good contact with the flake and a reduced total adhesion between the PC stamp and the 

Si/SiO2 substrate. In addition, the initial contact between the PC stamp and the surface is 
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aimed to be along a single line, this is accomplished by tilting the transfer arm by ≈ 3o

relative to the Base. As the PC stamp is brought in touch with the substrate, the contact 

area will expand linearly and smoothly along a single direction. This also suppresses the 

accumulation of bubbles between interfaces. While in contact with the stamp, we start the 

cooling process by reducing the base temperature below 150 oC. Then, the PC stamp with

attached flakes is lifted from the substrate via the Base’s thermal compression. It is 

essential to perform the above process as smoothly and precisely as possible to minimize 

mechanical stress exerted on the flakes. Here we note that using a few layers BN for the 

first pick up, which is known to have strong vdW interaction with other 2D materials, 

enhances the success rate of pick-up and the functionality of the devices.  

Subsequent 2D flakes are transferred by a similar procedure. However, we set the Base 

temperature to be lower than the first pick-up. The first pick-up relies only on adhesion to 

the PC polymer stamp, while pick-up of subsequent 2D flakes depends primarily on the 

interaction with the previous layer rather than the polymer. The heating process described 

in step one is repeated for the following flakes. However, an additional step of layer 

alignment is needed to ensure a perfectly aligned heterostructure. We repeatedly adjust the 

focal plane between the PC stamp and the flake’s surface while the stamp is lowered to the 

substrate.  

Finally, after all layers have been perfectly aligned and sequentially picked up in a 

stack, the heterostructure assembly is complete but still attached to the polymer stamp. 

Then, we carefully release the entire heterostructure onto a clean substrate. In contrast to 
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the first step, we maximize the contact area between the stamp and the SiO2/ Si surface for 

the final release. In addition, the Base is heated to a temperature above the glass transition 

temperature to increase the adhesion between the polymer and substrate. Also, the transfer 

arm is lifted via fine mechanical control. Due to high temperature, the PC polymer adheres 

more strongly to Si/SiO2 than PDMS, thus separating the transfer stamp and releasing the 

polymer and the heterostructure onto the substrate. The substrate is immersed in 

chloroform solvent to dissolve PC polymer and to leave behind the heterostructure. 

2.4 Electron Beam Lithography and Metal Deposition 

The second stage of device fabrication after completing the layers stacking is the 

electrical contact pattern. This is accomplished by using electron beam lithography or focus 

ion-beam lithography. First, we coat the samples with electron/ion-sensitive resist film 

(MMA/PMMA), then a focused beam of electrons or ions exposes areas of a design pattern 

with ultra-high resolution. Next, a thin layer of metals (5 nm Ti/ 100 nm Au) is deposited 

onto the e-beam exposed area via a high vacuum electron beam evaporator (Figure 2.5). 
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Figure 2.5. Optical images of hBN encapsulated bilayer WSe2 dual gating device used for 
the experiments in Chapter 4: (a) 10x magnification showing entire device with gold contacts 
deposited via electron beam lithography and electron beam evaporation; (b) 100x magnification. 
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Chapter 3 

Optical studies of transition metal dichalcogenides 
3.1 Introduction 

This chapter provides a brief introduction to optical spectroscopy of layered transition 

metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) as a powerful, non-invasive tool to investigate electronic  

band structure and crystal quality. Optical spectroscopy provides intrinsic information 

about materials, such as bandgap, exciton binding energy, absorption strength, lattice 

structure, and interlayer coupling. Applications in photonics and optoelectronics attest to 

the role of optical spectroscopy in understanding light matter-interaction on the atomic 

monolayer scale. Thus, optical spectroscopy represents one of the primary research 

directions of layered semiconductor TMDs. Many accessible optical techniques exist to 

explore the optical properties of materials, such as Raman spectroscopy, PL spectroscopy, 

and differential reflectance spectroscopy. Raman spectroscopy gives access to lattice 

structure by probing the vibrational and rotational modes in a system. Because the 

vibrational modes of crystalline lattice (phonon) are sensitive to layers number and 

structure phase, Raman studies have become a tool to determine sample thicknesses of 

exfoliated TMDs. PL spectroscopy probes the population of electronics states on the atomic 

scale to reveal information about emission energy and allow the optical transition of 

materials after photon absorption. This chapter presents Raman spectroscopy and discusses 

certain factors that can influence Raman vibrational modes in TMDs. It then explains PL 
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spectroscopy and presents monolayer and bilayer WSe2 emission spectrums. Finally, the 

chapter discusses differential spectroscopy as a further optical technique. 

3.2 Raman Spectroscopy 

Characterizing stacked TMD layers is challenging due to the varying degrees of 

freedom exhibited by stacks. TMD stacks have a rotational and translation freedom with 

reference to an axis either perpendicular or along a 2D plane because the stack is not 

generally epitaxial or unique. In addition, unlike the outermost layer, the physical 

properties of inner constituent layers in 2D stacks are not selectively accessible.  

Raman spectroscopy is one of the most powerful 2D material characterization tools. It 

provides a quick, non-destructive analysis technique that details information about 

chemical structure. In principle, Raman spectroscopy is based on the interaction of light 

with the crystal lattice and chemical bonds within a material. Raman measurements probe 

the lattice vibration modes within the crystal. 

Raman is a macroscopic technique that involves an inelastic scattering of incident light 

in a material [52]. This inelastic scattering can occur in two ways. When the energy of the 

scattered light decreases by exciting a phonon (an elementary excitation of vibration 

motion in solid material), this situation is called Stokes scattering. The other mechanism is 

anti-Stokes scattering, where the energy of scattered light increases by absorbing a phonon, 

Figure 3.1. 

Raman spectra measure the intensity of the scattered light as a function of the energy 

shift from the incident light, known as the Raman shift. The differences in energy between 
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the incident and scattered radiation depend on the molecule polarization and fall with the 

electromagnetic spectrum’s infrared region. Thus, the scattered radiation has a quantized 

frequency due to the interaction of the molecule’s vibrational level. The accuracy of Raman 

measurements is 1 cm-1, or approximately 0.1meV; this scale is sufficient to probe the 

interlayer interaction. Raman spectroscopy and infrared absorption spectroscopy are 

complementary techniques for structure determination, but have different selection rules. 

Various parameters influence TMDs Raman spectra, including the structural phase, 

number of layers, laser excitation energy, polarization, and phase transition. This section 

will discuss the first three parameters, which are most relevant to the dissertation [52] and 

present Raman spectra for WSe2, the focus material for this dissertation. 

Figure 3.1. Stokes and anti-Stokes Raman Scattering. 
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3.2.1 Structure phase and different symmetries in TMDs 

Among many TMDs materials with different crystal structures, Bulk 2H-MoS2, WS2, 

MoSe2, WSe2 have high symmetry with point group D6h. When the bulk is thinned to a few 

layers, symmetry changes as a function of the number of the layers. For example, for its 

bulk structure, 2H-MoS2 has space group D6h, a non-symmorphic space group. However, 

the point of group gets reduced to D3h and D3d for odd or even number of layers, 

respectively. Further, the symmetry of the structure is influenced when the phase changes 

from 2H to 1T. Layered TMDs can be in three different structures: 2H, 3R, and 1T, as 

shown in Figure 3.2(a), illustrating three different types. Figure 3.2(b) shows the 1Tʹ 

phase structure under particular conditions; it exhibits a lattice reconstruction from the 1T 

phase structure to lower symmetry and a more stable 1Tʹ structure, such as in MoTe2 [53]. 

TMDs such as MoS2, WS2, MoSe2, WSe2 with point group D6h are semiconductors in their 

2H phase and more stable energetically than in their 1T and 1Tʹ phases. 

There are two distinct categories of Raman vibrational modes in all layered materials. 

One, the intralayer Raman mode, occurs within layers and appears typically in the high-

frequency region of the Raman spectra. The other corresponds to interlayer Raman mode 

which involves the relative motion of the layers and locates in the low-frequency region 

(<100cm-1). 

 The number of Raman-active modes is related to the irreducible representation of the 

point groups with their two terms, quadratic (such as 𝑥𝑦, 𝑥2 − 𝑦2) or linear (such as 𝑥, 𝑦, 

𝑧), respectively. The bulk STMDs belonging to D6h have four Raman-active and low 

inactive modes representing two different vibrational modes [54], shown in Figure 3.3 
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Three modes (𝐸1𝑔 , 𝐸2𝑔
1 , 𝐸2𝑔

2 ) are in-plane and one out-of-plane (𝐴1𝑔). In 𝐸1𝑔  vibrational

mode, two X atoms oscillate in opposite phases parallel to the atomic plane with a fixed M 

atom at the centre, where 𝑀𝑋2 (M = Mo, W, and X = Se, S). In 𝐸2𝑔
1 ( 𝐸2𝑔

2 ) vibrational

mode, two in-phase X atoms oscillate opposite (in a similar direction) to an M atom at each 

layer and the two layers oscillate laterally opposite to one another, while, in 𝐴1𝑔 mode, X 

atoms oscillate in opposite phase, out of plane with respect to M atoms. TMD systems with 

an odd number of layers (L=1,3, 5,..) possess a 𝐷3ℎ point group, which has a centre of 

inversion and out-of-plane Raman-active modes corresponding to 𝐴1
´ irreducible 

representation. TMD systems with an even number layer (L=2,4,6,..) belong to 𝐷3𝑑 point 

group, which has a centre of inversion and out-of-plane Raman-active modes belonging to 

𝐴1𝑔 irreducible representation. 

Figure 3.2. Different structures of 2D TMDs: (a) 3R, 2H, and 1T structure phases of TMDs; 
(b) top view of 1T and 1Tʹ phases. Adopted from (1).
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Figure 3.3. Raman-active and inactive vibrational modes. Adopted from (3). 

3.2.2 Number of layer dependences 

The Intralayer Raman vibrational modes with high frequency can be used to 

determine the number of layers N for few-layer TMDs. The in-plane vibration mode 

𝐸2𝑔 and out-of-plane 𝐴1𝑔  exhibit red and blue shifts, respectively, with the increasing 

number of layers N for TMD. The experimental Raman spectrum of monolayer WSe2

exhibits the presence of perpendicular vibrational mode 𝐴1
´  at ~ 263 cm-1 and the parallel 

vibrational mode 𝐸ˊ at ~ 250 cm-1, as shown in Figure 3.4a. In the case of bilayer WSe2, 

we report three Raman-active vibrations; the first two modes are 𝐸𝑔at ~ 251cm -1 and 𝐴1𝑔

at ~ 260 cm-1 (Figure 3.4b). The Raman-active mode at 308 cm-1 involves selenide and 

tungsten atoms’ vibration and belongs to 𝐴1𝑔  irreducible representations. This Raman 

mode is reported in the literature and proposed to be labeled as 𝐴1𝑔
2  [55]. The differences

between the two Raman modes are within 1 cm-1, with the additional one-layer low-

frequency interlayer Raman modes much more sensitive to the number of layers N than the 

high-frequency modes. Moreover, the number of Raman-active modes can be changed as 
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well with N number of layers. In principle, increasing N in a few layers of TMD increases 

the number of vibrational possibilities, enabling more interlayer, shear modes, and 

breathing modes to occur, whereas, for bulk TMDs, one interlayer shear mod and one 

interlayer breathing mode dominate the Raman spectrum. 

Figure 3.4. Raman spectra in few layer WSe2: (a) monolayer WSe2; (b) bilayer WSe2; (c) 
monolayer, bilayer, bulk WSe2 Raman spectrum. 

3.2.3 Excitation-photon-energy dependence 
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by the laser excitation energy. The intensity of specific Raman modes can be significantly 
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monolayer WSe2 has a bright exciton with the lowest energy exciton state at 1.65eV at 
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3.3 Photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy 

Luminescence experiments are powerful techniques, and they are commonly used for 

studying the macroscopic optical properties of 2D materials and microscopic electronic 

excitation. PL measurements evaluate crystal quality (presence of defects) and give details 

about the behaviour of optoelectronics devices. PL is an electromagnetic emission of 

photons due to the radiative recombination of electron-hole pairs (excitons) by external 

excitation. Different methods can be used to generate an excited state in a material. PL and 

electroluminescence are widely used to study the intrinsic and extrinsic transitions. In 

electroluminescence, electrons are injected electrically into a material, where conversion 

of electrical energy into non-thermal emitted light occurs. By contrast, in PL the generation 

of excited electrons relies on light absorption, with energy exceeding the energy of 

recombination excitons. When semiconductor TMDs absorb a photon, hot excitons with 

non-zero kinetic energy are generated [56] (Figure 3.5). The excess energy is distributed 

between both electrons in conduction bands and holes in valence bands. Dissipation of the 

kinetic energy of hot excitons occurs by phonon emission due to rapid thermalization with 

the lattice. The thermalization process occurs within a few to tens of fs. The phonon 

emission process is followed by photon emission. Because PL experiments probe the 

population of the electronic states, the emission spectrum in PL gives insight into the 

optical transitions [57]. Typically, PL probes the optical transitions at low energies because 

of the carriers’ relaxation towards low energy states before their radiative recombination. 

Several parameters can impact the emission spectrum in PL measurements, including, 
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among others, sample temperature, excitation power, sample quality, dielectric 

environment, and interference effect.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5. Generation an exciton in semiconductor TMDs by absorption a photon. Adopted 
from (5). 

 
3.3.1 Sample temperature 

PL measurements are mostly performed at cryogenic temperatures, e.g. liquid 

helium temperature (T ~ 4.2 K), because at room temperature the main transitions of A- 

and B-excitons in TMDs will be broadened due to scattering with phonons. At high 

temperature regimes, the defect potentials in the lattice will not be efficient enough to act 

as trapping sites. At low temperatures, phonon absorption is reduced. In addition, spectral 

linewidth and emission can change compared to the emission at high temperature (Figure 

3.5). 
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3.3.2 Excitation power 

Laser excitation power significantly impacts PL signal by controlling the number 

of photoexcited carriers. The average of power per unit area (power density) is related to 

the photoexcited density in layered TMDs. Carriers can be trapped at defect sites at low 

laser power, and PL signals will not be detectable. Increasing laser power allows filling of 

all the defects, so PL of free excitons can then be measured. Further increasing the power 

to tens of hundreds µW will lead the system towards high exciton concentrations, where 

phenomena such as biexciton formation and exciton-exciton annihilation can be 

investigated. 

3.3.3 Quality and dielectric environment 

The sample’s quality and its dielectric environment can drastically impact PL 

characteristics. Recently, experiments have revealed the critical role of high-quality hBN 

with low defects as an encapsulated substrate for layered TMDs [58]. The bulk hBN 

bandgap of 6 eV is high enough to use as an encapsulation layer for monolayer TMDs, 

providing atomic flatness and very clean, homogeneous dielectric environments. 

Homogeneous (below 1 meV linewidth) and inhomogeneous (due to sample imperfections 

such as impurities, defects, interface, substrate, etc.) broadening both contribute to the total 

line broadening. Because the in-homogenous broadening is significantly suppressed in 

high-quality encapsulated TMDs monolayers, the linewidth can directly indicate the 

exciton lifetime (homogeneous broadening). In general, the dielectric environment, surface 

quality, and flatness have a very significant impact on the intrinsic optical properties of 

2D-TMDs and other nanostructures. 
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3.4 Reflectance Contrast Spectroscopy 

The interaction between electromagnetic radiation and various types of oscillators in 

a material significantly contribute to its optical properties. Optical transitions with large 

oscillator strength and a high density of states dominate the absorption spectra. For 

example, in TMD monolayers, exciton resonance is the dominant oscillator. The absorption 

is not an experimentally measurable quantity, and it is related to the two experimentally 

observable quantities: optical transmission and reflectance. In our measurements, we prefer 

to use optical reflectance spectrum alone to characterize the absorption. The transmitted 

spectrum measurement is difficult due to experimental constraints (e.g. transparent 

substrate, excitation, and detection path configuration). 

We comprise our dual gated bilayer WSe2 device composites of multilayer thin 2D 

film (BN, FLG, WSe2) on SiO2/Si substrate. Therefore, the interference effects of 

multilayers can highly complicate the reflection spectrum. In addition, the shape and 

intensity of the reflection spectrum are strongly dependent on the dielectric function and 

thickness of each material in the device composite. We perform the reflection 

measurements by illuminating the sample with broadband light and simultaneously 

measuring the reflection spectrum from the sample by using the spectrometer and CCD 

array. We measure the reflection at two locations on the sample: the first includes the entire 

heterostructure device, and the second contains the heterostructure as the whole minus the 

TMD layer. This is commonly known as reflection contrast spectroscopy, and the 

reflection contrast is found by (𝑅𝑇𝑀𝐷 − 𝑅𝑠𝑢𝑏)/ 𝑅𝑠𝑢𝑏 (Figure 3.6). 
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Figure 3.6. Reflection spectra of bilayer WSe2 heterostructure device: (a) Reflection spectra 
of a complete heterostructure (black line) and reference spectra (red line) without bilayer WSe2; 
(b) Reflection contrast spectrum after subtraction the reference spectra.
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Chapter 4 

Electrically switchable intervalley excitons with 
strong two-phonon scattering in bilayer WSe2 
 

4.1 Introduction 

When a system hosts multiple competing states, intriguing and complex physics can 

emerge. Prominent examples include the competing optical modes in a laser, bistable 

modes in electronics and optics, and competing spin orders in magnets; the properties of 

these systems can be switched sensitively by the external conditions. For semiconductors, 

if a material hosts two tunable and competing low-lying states, their interplay can produce 

intricate optical spectra and enable versatile material engineering. For instance, one may 

tune the luminescent spectrum of the material by switching the energy order of the 

states [59]. Also, resonant phonon scattering may occur between two nearly degenerate 

states, leading to strong electron-phonon coupling [60]. As a result, the material can exhibit 

a highly tunable spectrum with possibly strong phonon-assisted emission. 2H-stacked 

bilayer WSe2 (Figure 4.1a-b) is a distinctive material to realize such a novel tunable 

electron-phonon system. First, it hosts two competing low-lying excitons, namely the QK 

and QΓ intervalley excitons (𝑋𝑄𝐾
 , 𝑋𝑄𝛤

 ), which associated with one Γ valence valley at the 

zone center, two Κ valence valleys (K, K’) at the zone corners, and six Q conduction 

valleys (Q, Q’) in the Brillouin zone (Figure. 4.1c-d) [36,61–69]. Although the electronic 

structure suggests the QK exciton as the lowest-lying exciton, recent theoretical research 

shows that the QΓ exciton may have similar energy due to the large effective mass of the 
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Γ valley [68]. Such competing intervalley excitons can hardly be found in other transition 

metal dichalcogenides (TMDs), such as MoS2, MoSe2 and WS2. Second, the QK and QΓ 

exciton energies can be significantly tuned by electric field. As the QK and QΓ excitons 

possess different interlayer electric dipole, by applying an out-of-plane electric field, we 

can adjust their energy separation through the Stark effect  [61,69] (Figure 4.1e). Such 

field-tunability of excitons can hardly be realized in monolayer semiconductors. Third, 

WSe2 is known to exhibit strong exciton-phonon interactions, signified by the pronounced 

phonon replicas in the optical spectra [65]. The above three distinctive characteristics 

constitute bilayer WSe2 as a unique tunable exciton-phonon system with potential 

valleytronic applications. 

Experimental research of bilayer WSe2 has, however, been much hindered by the poor 

sample quality and the broad and weak optical spectra. For instance, although prior 

research has shown some theoretical and experimental evidence of QΓ exciton (e.g. in 

quantum-dot emission) [68], direct observation of the QΓ exciton in pristine bilayer TMDs 

has never been reported. Prior research also studied the Stark effect of QK excitons [61,69], 

but the related studies of the QΓ Stark effect and the QK and QΓ phonon replicas are still 

lacking. 
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Figure 4.1. Electronic band structure of bilayer WSe2. (a) Top view and (b) side view of the 
crystal structure of 2H-stacked bilayer WSe2. (c) The first Brillouin zone of bilayer WSe2. (d-e) 
Calculated electronic band structure along the K-Γ line at zero (d) and 0.2 V/nm (e) vertical 
electric field. Each band is doubly degenerate at zero field but split at finite field (except at the Γ 
point). We denote the 𝑋𝑄𝛤 and 𝑋𝑄𝐾 emission and the dominant spin-up (spin-down) polarization 
by red (blue) color. The Q and Q’ states are energy-degenerate with opposite spins due to the 
time-reversal symmetry. 

4.2 Device fabrication and characterization 

We fabricate dual-gated bilayer WSe2 devices with hexagonal boron nitride (BN) 

encapsulation by micro-mechanical exfoliation and co-lamination of thin crystals. We use 

bulk WSe2 from HQ Graphene Inc. We first exfoliate bilayer WSe2, thin graphite flakes, 

and thin BN flakes from their bulk crystals onto silicon substrates with 285-nm-thick SiO2 
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epilayer. Afterward, we apply a dry-transfer technique to stack the different thin crystals 

together. We use a polycarbonate stamp to sequentially pick up the top-gate electrode (thin 

graphite), top-gate dielectric (thin BN), bilayer WSe2, contact electrode (thin graphite), 

bottom-gate dielectric (thin BN), and bottom-gate electrode (thin graphite). Afterward, we 

transfer the stack of materials onto a Si/SiO2 substrate and apply the standard electron beam 

lithography to deposit 100-nm-thick gold electrodes. Finally, the devices are annealed at 

360 ℃ for six hours in an argon environment to cleanse the interfaces. 

Figure 4.2a displays the optical image of Device #1. The thickness of the BN flake 

for the top (bottom) gate of Device #1 is determined to be 26 nm (23.7 nm) by atomic force 

microscope (AFM). Figure 4.2b displays the bottom-gate-dependent photoluminescence 

(PL) map of bilayer WSe2 with the top gate grounded. We observe the emission of trions 

(or exciton polarons) on the electron and hole sides. We focus on the exciton PL spectra at 

the charge neutrality at varying vertical electric field. 

Figure 4.2. Dual gated BN encapsulated bilayer WSe2 device (a) Optical image of BN-
encapsulated bilayer used in the main experiments (b) The bottom-gate-dependent 
photoluminescence (PL) map of the device at sample temperature T ~ 15 K under 633-nm 
continuous laser excitation with incident power of 100 µW. The top gate is grounded in the 
measurement.  
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The BN encapsulation significantly improves the sample quality and allows for the 

observation of QΓ exciton. Thin graphite flakes are used as the contact and gate electrodes 

to further enhance the device performance. By applying voltages of opposite signs and 

appropriate ratio on the top gate (Vtg) and bottom gate (Vbg), we can generate a vertical 

electric field across bilayer WSe2 while keeping the sample charge neutral. The Vtg:Vbg 

ratio depends on the gating-efficiency ratio of the top and bottom gates, which is affected 

by their different BN thickness, interfacial and dielectric environment.  

4.3 Experimental methods 

The photoluminescence (PL) experiments were performed at T ~ 15 K in an optical 

cryostat (Montana) with 532-nm or 730-nm continuous laser excitation. The laser beam 

was focused by an objective lens (NA = 0.67) onto the sample. The PL was collected 

through the same objective, passing through a beam splitter, and analyzed by a 

spectrometer with a CCD camera (Princeton Instruments). The magneto-optical 

experiment was performed with 17.5 T DC magnet (SCM3) in the National High Magnetic 

Field Laboratory in Tallahassee, Florida, United States. 

4.4 Determination of the vertical electric field across bilayer WSe2 

In our experiment, we have applied gate voltages of opposite signs on the bottom gate 

(Vbg) and top gate (Vtg) to induce a vertical electric field across bilayer WSe2. We adjust 

the ratio between Vtg and Vbg so that the sample remains charge neutral in the experiment. 

We solve the electrostatic problem in our devices to determine the strength of the electric 

field (E) across bilayer WSe2 from ΔV = Vtg – Vbg. 
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Figure 4.3 displays the electrostatic geometry of our BN-encapsulated devices, 

which consists of a WSe2 bilayer with thickness d sandwiched between two BN layers with 

thickness d1 and d2. The static dielectric constant of bilayer WSe2 and BN along the vertical 

direction are denoted as 𝜀2𝐿  and 𝜀𝐵𝑁, respectively. The electric fields across the top BN, 

bilayer WSe2, and bottom BN are denoted as E1, E, E2, respectively. The voltage difference 

(ΔV) between the top and bottom gates is related to the electric fields as 

𝛥𝑉 = 𝑑1𝐸1 + 𝑑𝐸 + 𝑑2𝐸2 (1) 

As the electrostatic gating injects no net charge into the WSe2 bilayer, the boundary 

conditions at the two interfaces are 

𝜀𝐵𝑁𝐸1 = 𝜀2𝐿𝐸 = 𝜀𝐵𝑁𝐸2 (2) 

Combining Eq. (1) and (2), we obtain 

𝐸 = 𝛥𝑉
𝜀2𝐿
𝜀𝐵𝑁

(𝑑1+𝑑2)+𝑑
(3) 

 In our calculation, we use d = 1.3 nm for the WSe2 bilayer, d1 = 26 nm and d2 = 23.7 

nm for the top and bottom BN, respectively, for Device #1. We use dielectric constant 𝜀2𝐿  

= 5.51 for bilayer WSe2, which is obtained from our theoretical calculation in Section 1.5 

above. We use dielectric constant 𝜀𝐵𝑁 = 2.69 for BN, which is consistent with the 

literature [61,70,71]. The calculated electric field for varying ΔV is shown in Figure 4.4d. 
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Figure 4.3. Electrostatic geometry of our BN-encapsulated bilayer WSe2 devices 

4.5 Experimental results 

By using ultraclean bilayer WSe2 devices encapsulated by boron nitride (BN), we 

directly resolve the QΓ exciton emission and conduct comparative electric-field-dependent 

studies between the QΓ and QK excitons and phonon replicas. In contrary to the suggestion 

of the free-particle band structure Figure 4.1d, we observe that the QΓ exciton lies at ~18 

meV below the QK exciton; this reveals considerably stronger binding of the QΓ exciton 

than the QK exciton. We also observe strong Stark effect in both excitons under an out-of-

plane electric field, but the QΓ Stark shift is considerably weaker than the QK shift. By 

tuning the electric field strength between 0 and 0.11V/nm, we can switch the energy order 

of the QΓ and QK excitons and control which exciton dominates the emission spectra. 
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phonon scattering, which lead to unusually strong two-phonon replicas in bilayer WSe2. 

Overall, our research demonstrates bilayer WSe2 as a unique valleytronics material with 

switchable intervalley excitons and strong two-phonon scattering, which can hardly be 

found in other atomically thin semiconductors.  

Figure 4.4b displays the photoluminescence (PL) map at varying voltage difference 

(ΔV = Vtg – Vbg) between the top and bottom gates at temperature T ~ 15 K. At low ΔV, we 

observe multiple X-shape emission features; such field-dependent X-shape features have 

never been reported in bilayer WSe2. At large ΔV, several redshifting lines appear; they 

should be associated with the QK exciton according to prior research [61]. We further 

perform second-order energy derivative on the PL map to resolve the fine features, Figure 

4.4c. From the map of the second-order derivative, we extract the energies of different 

emission features and plot them as a function of electric field in Figure 4.4d. We first 

consider the two sets of highest-energy features, which consist of one X-shape feature and 

two redshifting lines in 1.60 – 1.63 eV (Fig 4.4b-d). They are significantly weaker than 

the replica features at lower energy. We tentatively assign them as the primary 𝑋𝑄𝛤  and 

𝑋𝑄𝐾  emission assisted by defect scattering (here “Q” includes all six Q and Q’ valleys). 

Defect scattering is considered because direct optical recombination of intervalley excitons 

is forbidden by the momentum conservation [72,73]. To confirm our assignment, we 

conduct first-principles calculations on the band structure of bilayer WSe2 under different 

vertical electric fields (Figure 4.1d-e). At zero field, each band is doubly degenerate due 

to the inversion and time-reversal symmetry of 2H-stacked bilayer WSe2 [62,69,74] 

Figure. 4.1d.   
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Figure 4.4. Electric-field-dependent photoluminescence (PL) of a bilayer WSe2 device. (a) 
Schematic of our dual-gate BN-encapsulated bilayer WSe2 devices. (b) PL map of a bilayer WSe2 
device at varying voltage difference ΔV = Vtg – Vbg between the top and bottom gates while 
keeping the sample charge neutral. The measurements were conducted at temperature T ~ 15 K 
under 730-nm continuous laser excitation with incident power ~15 µW. (c) Second-order energy 
derivative of panel b. (d) Extracted energy of emission features in panel c. The primary QΓ and 
QK exciton emission (𝑋𝑄𝛤

 , 𝑋𝑄𝐾
 ) and phonon replicas (𝑋𝑄𝛤

1−5, 𝑋𝑄𝐾
1−6) are denoted. The dashed lines

are the calculated Stark shifts of the QΓ (red), QK (orange), and Q’K (black) spin-allowed optical 
transitions. 
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At the finite electric field, the inversion symmetry is broken, and each band is split into 

two bands with opposite spin and layer polarizations (except at the Γ point), Figure. 4.1e. 

Consequently, the 𝑋𝑄𝛤  and 𝑋𝑄𝐾  emission lines are split and exhibit different Stark shifts. 

We have calculated the energies of spin allowed QΓ, QK and Q’K optical transitions at 

different electric fields via the density functional theory (DFT). The spin-allowed QK and 

Q’K transitions involve the upper and lower split conduction bands, respectively, because 

the Q and Q’ states have opposite spins; hence they have somewhat different Stark shifts. 

We neglect the influence of excitonic effect on the Stark shift, offset each theoretical 

transition energy to match the corresponding experimental energy, and focus our 

comparison only on the Stark shifts. The theoretical Stark shifts (dashed lines in Figure 

4.4d) agree decently with our data and hence supports the assignment of QΓ and QK 

excitons. 

The QΓ exciton exhibit two remarkable characteristics. First, 𝑋𝑄𝛤
  is ~18 meV

lower than 𝑋𝑄𝐾  and is significantly brighter than 𝑋𝑄𝐾 . This result is surprising because the 

Γ valence valley is ~140 meV lower than the K valence valley in the electronic band 

structure (Figure. 4.1d) [36,44,75,76]; one would naturally expect that the QΓ transition 

has higher energy than the QK transition. However, further examination of the band 

structure reveals that the Γ valley has a much larger hole effective mass (~1.48m0) than the 

K valence valley (~0.43m0; m0 is the free electron mass) [75] (Table 4.1 in the section 4.7 

below).  Hence, the QΓ exciton binds more strongly than the QK exciton. The larger 

exciton binding energy causes 𝑋𝑄𝛤
  to have lower energy than 𝑋𝑄𝐾

 .
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This result is significant because the lowest excitonic state plays a paramount role in the 

excitonic dynamics and luminescence. 

Second, the 𝑋𝑄𝛤
  Stark shift (~135 meV per 1 V/nm field) is about 1.9 ~ 2.7 times

weaker than the 𝑋𝑄𝐾  Stark shift (265 ~ 360 meV per 1 V/nm field). This can be 

qualitatively understood from their different charge density distribution. Figure 4.5 shows 

our calculated spin-dependent charge density along the vertical direction for electron states 

at the Q, K, and Γ points (the Q’ states have the same density distribution as the Q states 

but opposite spin). We consider an infinitesimal electric field to break the inversion 

symmetry. The separated states show strong spin polarization – the electric field essentially 

splits them into spin-up and spin-down states. 
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Figure 4.5. Calculated spin-dependent in-plane-averaged charge density along the out-of-
plane direction. (a-b) Density for the electron states at the Q point of the conduction bands c1 
and c2. The time-reversal states at the Q’ point have the same density distribution but opposite 
spin. (c-f) Density for the states at the K and Γ points of the valence bands v1 and v2. An 
infinitesimal vertical electric field is considered to separate the states. The states at c1 (v1) and c2 
(v2) have opposite spin and layer polarization. The vertical dashed lines denote the central 
position of the atoms. We note that the density maxima of the Γ-point electrons are not at the 
center of the atoms due to their specific orbitals. 

The K, Q, and Γ states show different layer polarization. The Q conduction states show 

medium layer polarization with an electric dipole moment 𝑝𝑄 = 0.107 𝑒 ∙ 𝑛𝑚, where 𝑒 =

1.6 × 10−19𝐶 is the elementary electric charge Figure 4.5a, b. In contrast, the K valence 

states are strongly localized in opposite layers, giving rise to a large dipole moment 𝑝𝐾 =
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symmetric distribution on the two layers, which produces no layer polarization and zero 

electric dipole moment (𝑝𝛤 = 0), Figure 4.5e, f.  

By combining these dipole moments, we estimate that a QΓ electron-hole pair has a 

dipole moment of  𝑝𝑄𝛤 = 𝑝𝑄 − 𝑝𝛤 = 0.107 𝑒 ∙ 𝑛𝑚 , and an optically active QK (Q’K) 

electron-hole pair has a dipole moment of 𝑝𝑄𝐾 = 𝑝𝐾 − 𝑝𝑄  = 0.200 𝑒 ∙ 𝑛𝑚 (𝑝𝑄′𝐾 = 𝑝𝐾 +

𝑝𝑄  = 0.417 𝑒 ∙ 𝑛𝑚). The average of 𝑝𝑄𝐾  and 𝑝𝑄′𝐾  (~0.3 𝑒 ∙ 𝑛𝑚) is about three times of

𝑝𝑄𝛤 . This roughly account for the difference between the 𝑋𝑄𝛤
  and 𝑋𝑄𝐾  Stark shift.

The different Stark shifts between 𝑋𝑄𝛤
  and 𝑋𝑄𝐾

  have an interesting consequence –

they allow us to use the electric field to switch the energy order and dominant luminescence 

between 𝑋𝑄𝛤
  and 𝑋𝑄𝐾(Figure 4.4b; Figure)When the electric field is weak (e.g., E < 0.02

V/nm), 𝑋𝑄𝛤
  lies well below 𝑋𝑄𝐾  and dominates the emission due to its higher population.

As the field increases, 𝑋𝑄𝐾  gradually redshifts to become lower than 𝑋𝑄𝛤
 , and the exciton

population transfers from 𝑋𝑄𝛤
  to 𝑋𝑄𝐾; this brightens 𝑋𝑄𝐾  and suppresses 𝑋𝑄𝛤

 . At strong

electric field (e.g., E > 0.08 V/nm), 𝑋𝑄𝐾  dominates the luminescence. Such electric-field-

switchable excitons are not found in monolayer TMDs and may find novel applications for 

bilayer TMDs.  

After we address the primary 𝑋𝑄𝛤
  and 𝑋𝑄𝐾  emission, we turn to their replica emission

at lower energy. Figure 4.4 shows five 𝑋𝑄𝛤
  replicas (𝑋𝑄𝛤

1 − 𝑋𝑄𝛤
5 ) with respective redshift

energies 13.0, 27.6, 41.7, 45.7, and 57.7 meV from 𝑋𝑄𝛤
  and six 𝑋𝑄𝐾  replicas (𝑋𝑄𝐾

1 − 𝑋𝑄𝐾
6 )

with respective redshift energies 28.8, 32.4, 41.9, 46.2, 49.1, and 58.3 meV from 𝑋𝑄𝐾
  (the

uncertainty of these energies is from ± 1 to ±2; Table 4.6). The replicas exhibit identical 
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Stark shifts to the primary emission lines. We tentatively attribute them to excitonic 

luminescence assisted by phonon emission, as phonon replicas have been reported in 

monolayer WSe2  [72,73,77–79] and bilayer WSe2 [8]. In our results, the replicas are 

considerably brighter than the primary emission, indicating that phonon-assisted emission 

is more efficient than defect-assisted emission in our system. 

To identify the phonon replicas, we have calculated the phonon band structure of 

bilayer WSe2 with a rigid-ion model Figure 4.8. Afterward, we calculate the one-phonon 

replicas for 𝑋𝑄𝛤
  and 𝑋𝑄𝐾  by the perturbation theory. All of these calculations are done with

zero external electric field. In our theory, the initial excitonic state is scattered to a second 

excitonic state by emitting a phonon, then the second state decays to emit a photon. The 

second state is not necessarily a bound exciton, but it must be a momentum-direct exciton 

in order to emit the photon. Momentum conservation restricts the one-phonon scattering 

processes to occur only through two paths. For 𝑋𝑄𝛤 , the electron may be scattered from Q 

to Γ by emitting a phonon (𝑋𝑄𝛤 → 𝑋𝛤𝛤), or the hole may be scattered from Γ to Q by 

emitting a phonon (𝑋𝑄𝛤 → 𝑋𝑄𝑄). Similarly, for 𝑋𝑄𝐾 , the electron can be scattered from Q 

to K (𝑋𝑄𝐾 → 𝑋𝐾𝐾), or the hole from K to Q (𝑋𝑄𝐾 → 𝑋𝑄𝑄 ). As the initial 𝑋𝑄𝛤  and 𝑋𝑄𝐾  

excitons can be associated with any of the six Q valleys and two K valleys, the momentum 

of the emitted phonons will be near one of the six Q points for 𝑋𝑄𝛤  and near one of the Q 

or M points for 𝑋𝑄𝐾 . The emitted phonon can come from any phonon branch, so the one-

phonon replica spectra can exhibit multiple peaks (see Table 4.3 and Figure 4.10 below) 
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These one-phonon scattering processes are all non-resonant, so the one-phonon replicas 

are generally weak. 

Figure 4.6 compares our calculated one-phonon spectra for 𝑋𝑄𝛤  and 𝑋𝑄𝐾  with the 

experimental spectra. We phenomenologically broaden the theoretical spectra by 2 meV to 

match the experimental peak width. The theoretical one-phonon spectra can account for 

the 𝑋𝑄𝛤
1  peak, which is contributed dominantly by the LA and TA acoustic phonons near

the Q points. It can also partially explain 𝑋𝑄𝛤
2  and 𝑋𝑄𝐾

1,2. But other replicas (𝑋𝑄𝛤
3−5 and 𝑋𝑄𝐾

3−6)

exceed the range of single phonon energy (~37 meV) in WSe2. We would need to consider 

higher-order scattering processes to explain these replicas. 
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Figure 4.6. Theoretical simulation of the phonon-replica spectra. (a) Experimental QΓ 
emission spectrum at ΔV = 0 in Fig. 2b, offset by the 𝛸𝑄𝛤 energy. (b) Experimental QK emission 
spectrum at ΔV = -10 V in Fig. 4.3b, offset by the 𝛸𝑄𝐾 energy. (c-d) Simulated spectra of one-
phonon and two-phonon replicas for 𝛸𝑄𝛤 (c) and 𝛸𝑄𝐾 (d). Both theoretical spectra are broadened 
for 2 meV to match the experimental peak widths. 

We have conducted comprehensive calculations on the two-phonon replicas of 𝑋𝑄𝛤
 

and 𝑋𝑄𝐾
  with zero external electric field. In our theory, the initial exciton is scattered to a

second excitonic state by emitting a phonon, and afterward scattered to a third excitonic 

state by emitting another phonon, and the third state decays to emit a photon. The second 

and third states are not necessarily bound excitons, but the third state may be a momentum-

direct exciton in order to emit the photon. In contrast to the one-phonon processes with 

only two scattering paths, the two-phonon processes have numerous scattering paths. In 
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our calculation, we only consider those scattering paths involving a resonant or nearly 

resonant exciton-phonon scattering process. In bilayer WSe2, the six Q conduction valleys 

are energy-degenerate, and 𝑋𝑄𝛤
  and 𝑋𝑄𝐾

  are close in energy (~18 meV). So, carrier-

phonon scattering between different Q valleys, between the Γ and K valence valleys, or 

within the same valley, is resonant or nearly resonant. Two-phonon processes involving 

such (nearly) resonant scattering are expected to contribute dominantly to the replica 

spectra. 

In our survey, there are totally 16 two-phonon scattering paths with a (nearly) resonant 

component for QΓ exciton. They can be separated into four groups: 𝑋𝑄Γ
 → 𝑋𝑄′Γ

 → XQ′Q′
  ; 

𝑋𝑄Γ
 →  𝑋𝑄′Γ

 → XΓΓ
 ; 𝑋𝑄Γ

 →  𝑋𝑄K
 → 𝑋𝐾𝐾

 ; 𝑋𝑄Γ
 → 𝑋𝑄K

 → 𝑋𝑄Q
  (here Q′ denotes any of the 

six Q valleys). Similarly, there are 14 dominant paths for the QK exciton, separated into 

four groups: 𝑋𝑄K
 → 𝑋𝑄′K

 → XKK
 ; 𝑋𝑄K

 →  𝑋𝑄′K
 → X𝑄′𝑄′

 ; 𝑋𝑄K
 →  𝑋𝑄𝛤

 → 𝑋𝑄𝑄
 ; 𝑋𝑄𝐾

 →

𝑋𝑄𝛤
 → 𝑋𝛤𝛤

 , theoretical calculation in Section 4.11 below have the explanation of these 

paths. Momentum conservation restricts the emitted phonons to be near the Γ, K, Q, and 

M points. The emitted phonons can come from any phonon branch, so the two-phonon 

replica spectra are rather complicated (Tables 4.3, 4.5). 

Fig. 4.6c-d display our calculated and broadened two-phonon replica spectra, which 

include contributions from all the above-mentioned scattering paths and all phonon 

branches. By summing the one-phonon and two-phonon spectra, our total theoretical 

spectra match decently the experimental spectra, including the energy and relative intensity 
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of different replica peaks. From the theoretical results, we can attribute 𝑋𝑄𝛤
1  to the one-

phonon replica of Q-point acoustic phonons, 𝑋𝑄𝛤
2  to a superposition of one-phonon and 

two-phonon replicas, 𝑋𝑄𝛤
2−5 and 𝑋𝑄𝐾

1−6 to two-phonon replicas (Table 4.6 below for detailed 

assignments of each replica peak). In particular, 𝑋𝑄𝐾
1−5 are dominantly contributed by two-

phonon paths involving the 𝑋𝑄𝐾
 → 𝑋𝑄𝛤

  transition with acoustic phonon emission, because 

this transition is strongly resonant when the emitted phonon energy is close to the 18-meV 

difference between 𝑋𝑄𝐾
  and 𝑋𝑄𝛤

  (Table 4.5).  

We remark that the two-phonon replicas are considerably stronger than the one-phonon 

replicas. This characteristic is counter-intuitive because second-order processes are usually 

much weaker than first-order processes. There are two reasons for this unusual 

phenomenon. First, one of the scattering components in the two-phonon processes is 

(nearly) resonant. This makes each considered two-phonon process as strong as a non-

resonant one-phonon process. Second, the number of (nearly) resonant two-phonon 

scattering paths (≥14) considerably exceeds the number of one-phonon scattering paths 

(only 2). After summing the contributions of these two-phonon paths, the total two-phonon 

spectra become considerably stronger than the one-phonon spectra.  

We also note that the numerous resonant scattering channels are related to the existence 

of six degenerate Q valleys and two degenerate K valleys in bilayer WSe2 and are hence 

rare in condensed matter systems. They are not found in monolayer WSe2 or other TMDs 
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due to the large energy separation between the QK and QΓ excitons in these systems. 

Therefore, bilayer WSe2 is a quite distinctive system to study novel exciton-phonon 

phenomena. 

4.6 Zeeman splitting of the QΓ exciton emission in bilayer WSe2  

The QΓ exciton state is formed by the hole states in the Γ valley and the electron states 

in six energy-degenerate Q valleys. The six Q valleys can be separated into two groups – 

the 𝑄1, 𝑄2, 𝑄3 valleys and the 𝑄1
′ , 𝑄2

′ , 𝑄3
′  valleys, Figure 4.1e. The three valleys in each 

group are related to each other by three-fold rotational symmetry. The two groups of 

valleys are related to each other by time-reversal symmetry.  

The application of a vertical magnetic field preserves the three-fold rotational 

symmetry but breaks the time-reversal symmetry. As a result, the degeneracy between the 

𝑄1, 𝑄2, 𝑄3 valleys and the 𝑄1
′ , 𝑄2

′ , 𝑄3
′  valleys are lifted. Correspondingly, the QΓ exciton 

state will be split into two states, each associated with either the 𝑄1, 𝑄2, 𝑄3 valleys or the  

𝑄1
′ , 𝑄2

′ , 𝑄3
′  valleys. Moreover, the two-fold generate states at the Γ point will also be split 

under magnetic field and contribute to the splitting of the QΓ exciton. Similar valley 

Zeeman splitting effect has been studied extensively for the Κ-valley excitons in monolayer 

TMDs [80–83].  
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Figure 4.7. Zeeman splitting of the QΓ exciton. (a-b) Magnetic-field-dependent PL maps of 
bilayer WSe2 at right-handed (a) and left-handed (b) circular polarization at ΔV = -1 V under 
linearly polarized 532-nm laser excitation. The 𝑋𝑄𝛤

2  replica is split into two lines by the Stark
effect at finite ΔV. Each line is further split into two lines with opposite helicity and exhibits 
linear Zeeman shift under magnetic field. 

We have measured the PL spectra of QΓ exciton and replicas under finite vertical 

magnetic field and electric field Figure 4.7. We cannot see clearly the primary 𝑋𝑄𝛤
  line

due to its weak signal, but we can observe the 𝑋𝑄𝛤
2  replica, which are split into two lines

by the Stark effect under electric field. The 𝑋𝑄𝛤
2  replica is further split into four lines under

magnetic field. Two lines show right-handed circular polarization and redshift with 

increasing magnetic field; the other two lines show left-handed circular polarization and 

blueshift with increasing magnetic field. We attribute such magnetic-field-dependent 

splitting to the valley Zeeman effect, in which emission with opposite helicity comes from 

excitons associated with the 𝑄1, 𝑄2, 𝑄3 valleys and the 𝑄1
′ , 𝑄2

′ , 𝑄3
′  valleys.  
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The energy separation (𝛥𝐸) between 𝑋𝑄𝛤
2  lines with opposite helicity exhibit linear 

dependence on the magnetic field, which can be described by 𝛥𝐸 = 𝑔𝜇𝐵𝐵, where 𝜇𝐵 is the 

Bohr. magneton, 𝐵 is the magnetic field, and 𝑔 is the effective g-factor. From our data, we 

extract a g-factor of ~9.  This value is consistent with the g-factor (g = 9.5) obtained by a 

prior experiment that measured quantum-dot emission associated with the QΓ exciton in 

bilayer WSe2  [68]. Further research is merited to understand the optical selection rules and 

g-factor of 𝑋𝑄𝛤
2 . 

4.7 Comparison of QΓ and QK exciton emission energies 

From the theory-experiment comparison of the electric-field-dependent energy shift 

Figure 4.4d, we can identify the higher-energy emission lines at 1.62 – 1.63 eV as the QK 

exciton and the lower-energy emission lines at 1.605 – 1.62 eV as the QΓ exciton. 

However, in the band structure obtained by DFT, the valence band is 70 – 140 meV higher 

at the K point than at the Γ point. That is, the Q-Γ transition energy exceeds the Q-K 

transition energy by 70 – 140 meV. This apparently contradicts against our result that QΓ 

exciton lies below the QK exciton. This implies that the QΓ exciton has much larger 

binding energy than the QK exciton. There are three factors that contribute to the stronger 

binding of the QΓ exciton.  

First, the QΓ exciton has larger effective mass than the QK exciton. Table 4.1 lists the 

effective carrier mass at the K, Γ , and Q points calculated with WIEN2k. From the 

orientation-averaged effective mass at the K, Γ, and Q points, we deduce the reduced mass 

(𝜇X) for the QK and QΓ excitons to be 0.247𝑚0 and 0.417𝑚0 respectively, where 𝑚0 is 

the free electron mass. By using the effective-mass approximation and a Keldysh potential 
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fitted to the DFT results, we have calculated the QK exciton binding energy, which lies 

between 100 and 140 meV for an effective dielectric constant between 4 and 5.5. By 

considering the ratio of the effective mass between the K and Γ points, we can deduce that 

the QΓ exciton binding energy can reach 170 – 240 meV. Such enhanced binding energy 

can partially counter the 70 – 140 meV difference in the QΓ ad QK interband transition 

energies.  

Second, in the Brillouin zone of bilayer WSe2, there are six inequivalent Q valleys, all 

of which contribute equally to the formation of QΓ exciton. In contrast, only three of the 

six Q valleys contribute significantly to the QK exciton formation, whereas the other three 

are further away and have negligible contribution. The double number of Q valleys in the 

QΓ exciton formation can significantly enhance its binding energy compared to the QK 

exciton. 

Third, the larger effective mass of QΓ exciton can cause a larger spread of the exciton 

envelop function in the k-space, which can lead to significant intervalley mixing and 

further enhancement of the excitonic binding. For instance, previous studies of donor states 

in silicon shows that the intervalley mixing effect can increase the donor binding energy 

by 50% [84]. Similar effect is expected in the QΓ intervalley exciton here. 

By combining the three factors above, it is reasonable that the QΓ exciton binding 

energy can exceed the QK exciton binding energy by more than the difference in the QΓ 

ad QK interband transition energies, thus making the QΓ exciton emission energy lower 

than the QK exciton energy.  
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 Kv1 Γv1 Qv1 Qc1 Kc1 Kc2 

𝑚|| 0.42 1.47 ∞ 0.49 0.44 0.34 
𝑚┴ 0.44 1.49 1.47 0.72 0.43 0.32 

Table 4.1. Band-edge effective masses (in unit of 𝑚0) at K, Γ, and Q points. We note that the Qv1 
band has a linear dispersion along the Γ-K axis at the Q point; thus, we take 1/𝑚|| = 0. 

 

4.8 Density distribution and electric dipole of band-edge states in bilayer 
WSe2  

To understand the physical mechanism for the electric-field-induced energy splitting, 

we calculate the z-dependent charge density averaged over the x-y plane for the Bloch states 

in the bottom conduction band (c1) at Q and the top valence band (v1) at K and Γ in bilayer 

WSe2 via DFT by using the relation 

 𝜌𝜇(𝑧𝑒) = ⟨𝜓𝜇,𝐾| 1
𝐿𝑐

∑ 𝑒ⅈ𝑔𝑧(𝑧−𝑧𝑒)
𝑔𝑧 |𝜓𝜇,𝐾⟩,    (4) 

where μ labels the Bloch states (Kv1, Γv1, Qc1, and Qc2) of concern. Since 𝜌𝜇  is not 

provided by the WIEN2k package [85–87], we use the wave functions obtained from the 

LASTO (linear augmented Slater-type orbitals) package to calculate the in-plane averaged 

charge density according to Eq. (4). Here the Bloch states are calculated via a supercell 

method and Lc is the length of the supercell used. The band structures obtained by LASTO 

package are nearly the same as those by WIEN2k with suitable choice of LASTO basis 

functions. Both approaches are based on all-electron (both core and valence electrons) DFT 

with augmented basis functions. The LASTO basis functions are properly selected linear 

combinations of the augmented plane waves (APWs). 
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Figure 4.5 above displays our calculated charge densities 𝜌𝜇(𝑧) for the Kv1, Γv1, Qc1, 

and Qc2 states in bilayer WSe2 under a small electric field (E = 0.001 V/nm). The purpose 

of using a small electric field is to break the inversion symmetry so that we can see the spin 

and layer dependence of the wavefunctions when their degeneracy is lifted. The results 

allow us to calculate the dipole moment and the spin angular momentum of each state. The 

calculated dipole moment for the Kv1, Γv1, and Qc1 states are 0.307, 0, and 0.107 𝑒 ∙ 𝑛𝑚, 

respectively. 

4.9 Calculation of phonon modes by a rigid-ion model for bilayer WSe2 

Besides the field-dependent emission energy shift discussed above, our experiment also 

reveals phonon replicas of the QΓ and QK excitons. We have carried out comprehensive 

theoretical calculations on the phonon replica spectra. In this section, we will first describe 

our calculation of the phonon band structure and phonon polarization vectors of bilayer 

WSe2. In the following sections, we will present our theory to calculate the phonon replica 

spectra. 

We adopt a rigid-ion model (RIM) [88] to obtain the phonon polarization vectors. In 

this model, we consider only the short-range ion-ion Coulomb interaction. We neglect the 

long-range ion-ion Coulomb interaction (due to charge transfer between W and Se atoms), 

which should be insignificant given the very small energy splitting between the LO and 

TO phonon modes at the zone center [89]. The weak long-range ion-ion interaction 

indicates that WSe2 is a highly covalent material with little inter-atomic charge transfer. 

Figure 4.8 displays the configuration and labels of the atoms in the bilayer WSe2 unit 

cell, which includes one W atom and two Se atoms in both the bottom and top WSe2 
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monolayer. In the unit cell, we define the position of the W atom in the bottom WSe2 

monolayer as the origin of our coordinate system. The two nearby Se atoms are located at 

(𝑎 √3⁄ , 0, ±𝑑/2), where a is the in-plane lattice constant and d is the vertical distance 

between the lower and upper Se atoms in the bottom WSe2 monolayer. Below we will 

define a set of dynamic matrices to obtain the phonon dispersion. The form of these 

matrices is determined by symmetry analysis. 

Figure 4.8. Configuration and labels of the ats in the bilayer WSe2 unit cell (a) The side view 
of the unit cell of bilayer WSe2. (b) The bottom view of the lower WSe2 layer in the unit cell. The 
numerical labels for different atoms are shown. 

The dynamic matrix for the nearest-neighbor interaction between the W atom at the 

origin (labeled as 1) and the Se atom at (𝑎 √3⁄ , 0, −𝑑/2) (labeled as 2) has the form of 

𝐷12 = (
𝐴1 0 𝐷1
0 𝐵1 0

𝐸1 0 𝐶1

), 

where 𝐴1 − 𝐸1 denote the interaction parameters for the nearest-neighbor interaction. 
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The dynamic matrix between the Se atom at (𝑎 √3⁄ , 0, −𝑑/2) (labeled as 2) and 

the Se atom at  (−𝑎 √3⁄ , −𝑎, −𝑑/2) (labeled as 2′) has the form:

𝐷22′ = (
𝐴2 0 𝐷2
0 𝐵2 𝐸2

𝐷2 −𝐸2 𝐶2

). 

The dynamic matrix between the W atom at the origin (labeled by 1) and the W atom 

at (0, −𝑎, 0)  (labeled by 1′) has the form: 

𝐷11′ = (
𝐴3 0 0
0 𝐵3 0
0 0 𝐶3

). 

The dynamic matrix for the next-neighbor interaction between the Se atom at 

(𝑎 √3⁄ , 0, −𝑑/2) (labeled as 2) and the Se atom at (𝑎 √3⁄ , 0, 𝑑/2) has the form: 

𝐷23 = (
𝐴4 0 0
0 𝐴4 0
0 0 𝐶4

). 

The dynamic matrix for the second nearest-neighbor interaction between the W atom 

at the origin (labeled as 1) and the Se atom at (−2𝑎 √3⁄ , 0, −𝑑/2) (labeled as 2̅) has the 

form: 

D12̅ = (
𝐴5 0 𝐷5
0 𝐵5 0

𝐸5 0 𝐶5

). 

The above five dynamic matrices describe the phonons of monolayer WSe2. In bilayer 

WSe2, a second WSe2 layer sits on top of the bottom WSe2 layer according to the 2H 

stacking order (Fig. S9a). In the top WSe2 monolayer, we label the W atom as 4, the lower 
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(upper) Se atom as 6 (5) (Fig. S9a). The dynamic matric for the interlayer interaction 

between Se atom 6 and Se atom 2 has the form: 

𝐷26 = (
𝐴6 0 0
0 𝐵6 0
0 0 𝐶6

). 

The dynamic matrices between other atoms can be related to the above six matrices by 

symmetry.  We have adjusted the interaction parameters in these dynamic matrices to fit 

the DFT results of phonon dispersion [89] and the phonon replica PL data of monolayer 

WSe2  [73,78] The best-fit force constants are listed in Table S2. Afterward, we use these 

force constants to generate the bilayer phonon dispersion and polarization vector in our 

rigid-ion model. The calculated phonon band structure is presented in Figure 4.9a. The 

polarization vectors of several relevant phonon modes at the M, K, and Q points are shown 

in Figure 4.9b 
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𝐴1 𝐵1 𝐶1 𝐷1 𝐸1 A2 B2 C2 D2 E2 A3 B3

-

10.306 
-1.276 -9.823 7.901 7.105 -0.207 -1.849 0.835 0.158 -0.152 -1.712 0.078 

C3 A4 C4 A5 B5 C5 D5 E5 𝐴6 𝐵6 C6

1.375 0.520 -3.487 -0.238 -1.412 -0.330 1.019 0.160 
-

0.0758 

-

0.0758 
-0.19

Table 4.2. Interaction parameters (in unit of  2𝑒2/𝑎2𝑑) used in our rigid-ion model for bilayer
WSe2. a and d are defined in the text. 

Figure 4.9. The calculated phonon band structure of bilayer WSe2 (a) Phonon dispersion of 
bilayer WSe2 calculated by our rigid-ion model. There are nine pairs of phonon branches (labeled 
as 1-9 from low to high energy); each pair is nearly degenerate except the interlayer shear and 
breathing modes. (b) Schematic polarization vectors of representative phonon modes at the K, M, 
Q points. Corresponding labels of the phonon modes are denoted in both panels (a) and (b). The 
straight (curved) arrows denote linear (circular) polarization. The arrow size is proportional to the 
displacement magnitude. Some atoms at the M and Q points have both linear and chiral 
polarization components. For simplicity, we only show the polarization configurations of the 
lower WSe2 layer, while the configurations of the upper layer are related by inversion symmetry. 
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4.10 Calculation of one-phonon replica spectra 

Besides the field-dependent emission energy shift discussed above, our experiment also 

reveal phonon replica of the QΓ and QK excitons, which exhibit the same field dependence 

but are redshifted from the primary emission lines. Here we will present our theoretical 

calculation of the photon replica spectra.  

The phonon replicas can come from one-phonon or multi-phonon emission processes. 

We first consider the one-phonon process. The emission strength of one-phonon-assisted 

intervalley exciton recomination is proportional to the transition rate (𝑃 
(1)) according to 

Fermi’s golden rule and the perturbation theory:  

𝑃𝜇
(1)(ω) = 2𝜋

ℏ
∑ |∑

⟨ω; Ωα|�̂�𝑒𝑙|𝑋𝜈
 ;  Ωα⟩⟨𝑋𝜈

 ; Ωα|�̂�𝑒𝑝|𝑋𝜇
 ⟩

𝐸𝜇−𝐸𝜈−ℏΩα+ⅈ𝛾𝜈 |α

2

𝛿(𝐸𝜇 − ℏΩα − ℏω).     (5)  

Here �̂�𝑒𝑙 (�̂�𝑒𝑝) is the electron-light (electron-phonon) interaction Hamiltonian; ω denotes 

the frequency of emitted photon; Ωα denotes the frequency of the emitted phonon in mode 

α; 𝑋𝜇
  with μ = QΓ or QK denotes the initial intervalley exciton state with energy 𝐸𝜇 ; 𝑋𝜈

  

denotes the mediating exciton state with energy 𝐸𝜈  after the emission of one phonon; γ = 2 

meV is a phenomenological broadening energy due to finite carrier lifetime; The associated 

exciton-phonon scattering strength is defined as: 

𝑆𝜈𝜇
𝛼 = 𝑁 |

⟨𝑋𝜈
 ; Ωα|�̂�𝑒𝑝|𝑋𝜇

 ⟩

𝐸𝜇−𝐸𝜈−ℏΩα+ⅈ𝛾

 

|
2

.      (6) 

Here N is the number of unit cells in the sample. For bilayer WSe2, each electronic band is 

doubly degenerate at zero electric field; here we have summed over the contributions of 
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the two degenerate states associated with level 𝜈. Moreover, bilayer WSe2 shows nine pairs 

of phonon branches, which are here labeled by 1 – 9 from low to high energy; each pair is 

nearly degenerate (except the interlayer shear and breathing modes) due to the weak 

interlayer lattice coupling (Fig. S9a). We have summed over the contributions from the two 

nearly degenerate phonon modes in our results of 𝑆𝜈𝜇
𝛼 . 

With 𝑆𝜈𝜇
𝛼  defined in Eq. (6), the transition rate in Eq. (5) can be simplified as: 

𝑃𝜇
(1)(ω) = 2𝜋

𝑁ℏ
∑ |⟨ω|�̂�𝑒𝑙|𝑋𝜈

 ⟩|α𝜈
2

𝑆𝜈𝜇
𝛼 𝛿(𝐸𝜇 − ℏΩα − ℏω) .      (7) 

To obtain 𝑃𝜇
(1), we need to first calculate 𝑆𝜇𝜈

𝛼  for the relevant mediating states. We note 

that the mediating 𝑋𝜈
   states don’t need to bound excitonic states, but they must be 

momentum-direct excitonic states to have finite optical transitions.  

For the 𝑋𝑄𝐾
  initial state, the possible mediating 𝑋𝜈

  states include the direct excitonic 

states in the K valley or Q valley (denoted as 𝑋𝐾𝐾  and 𝑋𝑄𝑄  here). For the 𝑋𝑄𝛤
  initial state, 

the possible mediating states 𝑋𝜈
  include 𝑋𝑄𝑄

  and 𝑋𝛤𝛤
 . Here K and Q denote any of the two 

K points and six Q points; the former (latter) subscript refers to the electron (hole) state. 

We have calculated 𝑆𝜇𝜈
𝛼  by DFT for different exciton-phonon scattering processes that emit 

a phonon. The results are presented in Table S3. The calculated 𝑆𝜈𝜇
𝛼  values are overall quite 

small, because all of these one-phonon scattering processes are non-resonant. For all of the 

listed scattering processes for QΓ and QK initial excitons, the emitted phonons are near the 

Q, M, and K points (and their symmetry-related points). 
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Exction-phonon 
transitions 

Phonon 
momentu

m 

Phonon branch pairs from low to high energy 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

𝑋𝑄1
′K

 → XKK
  

𝑋𝑄2
′K

 → XKK
  

𝑋𝑄3
′K

 → XKK
  

 
M 

0.093 
(13.7) 

0. 080 
(14.9) 

0.053 
(16.8) 

0.021 
(24.1) 

0.221 
(24.7) 

0.113 
(27.7) 

0.033 
(29.0) 

0.087 
(31.6) 

0.078 
(33.7) 

𝑋𝑄1K
 → 𝑋𝐾𝐾

  
𝑋𝑄2K

 → 𝑋𝐾𝐾
  

𝑋𝑄3K
 → 𝑋𝐾𝐾

  

 
Q 

0.237 
(8.57) 

0.151 
(12.3) 

0.082 
(12.6) 

0.028 
(23.1) 

0.458 
(25.0) 

0.511 
(26.8) 

0.045 
(29.4) 

0.015 
(31.9) 

0.052 
(33.7) 

𝑋𝑄1K
 → 𝑋𝑄1Q1

  
𝑋𝑄2K

 → 𝑋𝑄2Q2
  

𝑋𝑄3K
 → 𝑋𝑄3Q3

  

 
Q 

0.172 
(8.71) 

0.030 
(12.5) 

0.066 
(12.8) 

0.013 
(23.1) 

0.034 
(25.0) 

0.050 
(26.8) 

0.015 
(29.4) 

0.084 
(31.9) 

0.034 
(33.7) 

𝑋𝑄1
′K

 → X𝑄1
′𝑄1

′
  

𝑋𝑄2
′K

 → X𝑄2
′𝑄2

′
  

𝑋𝑄3
′K

 → X𝑄3
′𝑄3

′
  

 
M 

0.102 
(13.7) 

0.062 
(14.9) 

0.060 
(16.8) 

0.025 
(24.1) 

0.036 
(24.7) 

0.204 
(27.7) 

0.021 
(29.0) 

0.048 
(31.6) 

0.034 
(31.7) 

𝑋𝑄Γ
 → XQQ

  
for any Q valley Q 0.157 

(10.1) 
0.312 
(13.5) 

0.294 
(14.0) 

0.077 
(23.5) 

0.045 
(25.5) 

0.301 
(26.6) 

0.048 
(29.3) 

0.077 
(32.0) 

0.128 
(32.8) 

𝑋𝑄Γ
 → XΓΓ

  
for any Q valley Q 0.313 

(10.1) 
0.012 
(13.5) 

0.010 
(14.0) 

0.433 
(23.5) 

0.201 
(25.5) 

0.039 
(26.6) 

0.029 
(29.3) 

0.021 
(32.0) 

0.030 
(32.8) 

 

Table 4.3. The 𝑺𝝂𝝁
𝜶  values calculated by DFT for different exciton-phonon scattering 

processes that emits a phonon. These scattering processes are non-resonant with small |𝑆𝜈𝜇
𝛼 | 

values; the listed |𝑆𝜈𝜇
𝛼 | values are multiplied by a factor of 100.  The approximate momentum of 

the emitted phonon is shown in the second column, where K, Q, M refer respectively to one of the 
K, Q, M (and symmetry-related) points. At each of these points, there are nine pairs of phonon 
modes, labeled by 1 – 9 from low to high energy; each pair is nearly degenerate. We have summed 
over the contributions of the two nearly degenerate phonon modes for the  𝑆𝜈𝜇

𝛼  values listed here. 
The values for strong transitions are bolded. The number in the parenthese denote the energy of the 
emitted phonon (in unit of meV). 
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Our calculation of 𝑆𝜈𝜇
𝛼  uses the electron-phonon interaction operator  [90]:  

�̂�𝑒𝑝 = ∑ √
ℏ

2𝑁𝑀𝑗Ω𝛼𝐪

 
𝑛𝑗𝛼𝐪 ∇𝑗

 𝑉(𝐫 − 𝐑𝒏 − 𝐑𝒋) ⋅ 𝛜𝑗
𝛼(𝑎𝛼,−𝐪

+ + 𝑎𝛼𝐪)𝑒ⅈ𝐪⋅𝐑𝒏  .                     (8) 

Here N denotes the number of unit cells in the sample; 𝐑𝑛 denotes the position of a unit 

cell; 𝐑𝑗 and 𝑀𝑗   denote the position and mass of an atom at site j in a unit cell; 

𝑉(𝐫 − 𝐑𝑛 − 𝐑𝑗)  denotes the electron-ion interaction potential (screened by valence 

electrons) centered at 𝐑𝑛 + 𝐑𝑗; 𝑎𝛼−𝐪
+  (𝑎𝛼𝐪) creates (annihilates) a phonon of mode α and 

wave-vector -q (q); 𝛜𝑗
𝛼  is the corresponding phonon polarization vector (i.e. the 

displacement unit vector of the atom at site j). 

By using Eq. (8), we obtain 

⟨𝑋𝜈
 ; Ωα|�̂�𝑒𝑝|𝑋𝜇

 ⟩ = 𝑂𝜈𝜇
 ∑ √

ℏ

2𝑁𝑀𝑗Ω𝜎
𝚵𝐪

𝑗 
𝑗 ⋅ 𝛜𝑗

𝛼(𝐪).                           (9) 

Here 𝑂𝜈𝜇
 = ∑ 𝜑𝜈

∗(𝐤)𝐤 𝜑𝜇(𝐤)  denotes the overlap between the initial and mediating exciton 

state with respective k-space envelope functions 𝜑𝜇(𝐤)  and 𝜑𝜈
 (𝐤) , which satisfy the 

normalization condition ∑ |𝜑𝜇,𝜈
 (𝐤)|2

𝐤 = 1.  Using a trial wave function of the form 𝑒−𝜁𝑟 

to describe the exciton real-space envelope function, we obtain 𝑂𝜈𝜇
 = 4𝜁𝜈

 𝜁𝜇
 (𝜁𝜈

 +𝜁𝜇
 )

2
⁄ , 

where 𝜁𝜈
  anⅆ 𝜁𝜇

  are the exponents of  the  corresponding ν and μ excitons. Since the exciton 

binding energy is proportional to 𝜁  in a hydrogenic model, we have 𝑂𝜈𝜇
 =

4𝑟𝜈𝜇
 (1 + 𝑟𝜈𝜇

 )2⁄ , where 𝑟𝜈𝜇
 = 𝐸𝑏,𝜇

 /𝐸𝑏,𝜈
  is the ratio of binding energies between the μ and 

ν excitons. Based on this formula, we estimate the 𝑂𝜈𝜇
  values for various exciton 

transitions (Table 4.4).  
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In Eq. (9) 

𝚵𝐪
𝑗 = ∑   

𝑛 ⟨𝑐1,𝐐 +𝐪|∇𝑗𝑉(𝐫 − 𝐑𝑛 − 𝐑𝑗)𝑒ⅈ𝐪∙𝐑𝑛|𝑐1,𝐐⟩ = ∑ 𝐔𝐪
𝑗 (𝐆)⟨𝑢𝑐1,𝐐+𝐪|𝑒ⅈ(𝐪+𝐆)∙𝐫|𝑢𝑐1,𝐐⟩𝐆    (10) 

is the deformation vector induced by an atomic displacement at site 𝐑𝑗 in each unit cell 

for the case of electron scattering (𝑐1 is replaced by 𝑣1 for hole scattering). 

Here 

𝐔𝐪
𝑗(𝐆) = 1

𝐴𝑐𝐿𝑐
∑ 𝑖(𝐪 + 𝐆)𝐆 �̃�(𝐪 + 𝐆)𝑒−ⅈ𝐆⋅𝐑𝑗 .   (11) 

𝐆 denotes the reciprocal lattice vectors of the crystal; �̃�𝑗(𝐪) is the Fourier transform of the 

crystal potential 𝑉(𝐫); |𝑢𝑐1,𝐐⟩ denotes the periodic part of the Bloch state at Q. In our semi-

emipircal calculation, we approximate �̃�𝑗(𝐪) as 

                      �̃�𝑗(𝐪) = − 4𝜋𝑍𝑒2

𝑞2 [𝑒−(𝑠𝑞𝑅𝑀𝑇
𝑗 )

2
4⁄ − 𝑒−(𝑠′𝑞𝑅𝑀𝑇

𝑗 )
2

4⁄ ].          (12) 

Here Z denotes the valency number (6 for both W and Se); 𝑅𝑀𝑇
𝑗   denotes the muffintin 

radius of the atom  j; and s denotes an empirical parameter. The first term in Eq. (12) 

denotes the Coulomb potentential due to the ion with a gaussian charge distribution of 

radius 𝑠𝑅𝑀𝑇
𝑗  ; the second term denotes the screening contribtion of valence electrons 

described by the same form but with radius 𝑠′𝑅𝑀𝑇
𝑗 . We determine the empirical parameters 

s and 𝑠′ by fitting the deformation potential constant 𝐷0 = ∑ 𝚵𝟎
𝑗 ⋅ 𝛜𝑗

 
𝑗   for electrons coupled 

to the Γ-point optical phonons. Prior DFT calculations have obtained 𝐷0 = 2.2 𝑒𝑉 Å⁄  

(3.1 𝑒𝑉 Å⁄  ) for the electrons in the top valence band at the Γ (K) point of monolayer 

WSe2  [91] By fitting these prior results, we obtain 𝑠 = 0.41 and 𝑠′ = 1.1. 
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We have used the LASTO codes to compute the integrals in Eq. (10) to obtain the 

deformation vector 𝚵𝐪
 . Afterward, by using the phonon polarization vectors 𝛜𝑗

  obtained by 

our rigid-ion model, we can calculate the exciton-phonon scattering strength 𝑆𝜈𝜇
𝛼  according 

to Eqs. (6) and (9). The caluclated 𝑆𝜈𝜇
𝛼  values for the relevant transitions are listed in Table 

4.3.  

After we obtain 𝑆𝜈𝜇
𝛼 , we move on to calculate the one-phonon replica spectra by Eq. 

(7). The calculation involes the electron-light interaction strength |⟨ω|�̂�𝑒𝑙|𝛸𝜎⟩|2
  for the 

three exciton states (𝑋𝐾𝐾 , 𝑋𝑄𝑄 , 𝑋𝛤𝛤), averaged over their doubly energy-degenerate states 

(as illustrated in Figure 4.5). We assume that the interaction strength is proportional to 

the absorption strength of the corrsponding transitions measured by spectroscopic 

ellipsometry as reported in Ref [92].  The ratios of the 𝑋𝐾𝐾 , 𝑋𝑄𝑄 , 𝑋𝛤𝛤 oscillator strengths 

are estimated to be 1:2:4. By using these ratios of electron-light interaction strength, 

combined with the 𝑆𝜈𝜇
𝛼  values, we obtain the spectra of the one-phonon replica Figure 4.10.  

Transition 
𝑋𝑄Γ

 →  𝑋𝑄′Γ
  

𝑋𝑄K
 →  𝑋𝑄′K

  
𝑋𝑄K

 →  𝑋𝑄Γ
  𝑋𝑄K

 →  𝑋𝐾𝐾
  𝑋𝑄K 

 →  𝑋𝑄𝑄
  𝑋𝑄Γ 

 →  𝑋𝑄𝑄
  𝑋𝑄Γ

 →  𝑋ΓΓ
  

|𝑂𝜈𝜇
 | 1 0.89 0.99 0.83 0.99 0.83 

Table 4.4. The absolute value of the overlap integral 𝑂𝜈𝜇
  for various transitions between two 

excition states (denoted by μ and ν). 
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Figure 4.10. Calculated one-phonon replica emission spectra for bilayer WSe2. (a) One-
phonon replica of 𝑋𝑄𝛤. (b) One-phonon replica of 𝑋𝑄𝐾. We broaden the spectral lines by 
replacing the delta function in Eq. (7) with a Lorentzian function with half width of 0.5 meV. 

Figure 4.10a displays the calculated one-phonon replica spectrum of QΓ exciton. In 

our plot, we appropriately broaden the spectral lines by replacing the delta function in Eq. 

(7) with a Lorentizian function with half width of 0.5 meV.  The spectrum is contributed

by the XQΓ
 → XQQ

  and XQΓ
 → XΓΓ

  transitions, whose constituent spectra are also shown

for comparison. Four prominent peaks are found at ~10, ~14.0, 23.6, and 25.4 meV below 

the zero-phonon line. The two peaks at ~10 and ~14 meV are close to the broad XQΓ
1  replica

at 13.0 meV in our experiment. The two peaks at 23.6 and 25.4 meV are close to the XQΓ
2

replica at 27.6 meV in experiment. Figure 4.10b displays the one-phonon replica spectrum 

of the QK exciton, which is contributed by the XQK
 → XQQ

  and XQK
 → XKK

  transitions.
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4.11 Calculation of two-phonon replica spectra  

In our calculated one-phonon replica spectra (Figure 4.10), the lowest energy peaks 

are only ~33 meV below the primrary exciton peak due to the limited energy range of single 

phonons in bilayer WSe2. This cannot account for the replica peaks that reach redshift 

energies >40 meV in our expeirment. Therefore, we need to consider higher-order 

processes to explain our data. The emission strength of two-phonon-assisted intervalley 

exciton recomination is proportional to the transition rate (𝑃 
(2)) according to Fermi’s golden 

rule in the perturbation theory:  

𝑃𝜇
(2)(ω) =

2𝜋
ℏ

∑ |∑
⟨ω ; Ω𝛼𝐪, Ω𝛽|�̂�𝑒𝑙|𝛸𝜎; Ω𝛼𝐪, Ω𝛽⟩⟨𝛸𝜎; Ω𝛼𝐪, Ω𝛽|�̂�𝑒𝑝|𝛸𝜈; Ω𝛼𝐪⟩⟨𝛸𝜈; Ω𝛼𝐪|�̂�𝑒𝑝|𝑋𝜇

 ⟩ 
(𝐸𝜈 − 𝐸𝜎 − ℏΩβ + 𝑖𝛾)(𝐸𝜇 − 𝐸𝜈 − ℏΩα𝐪 + 𝑖𝛾)

ν,σ

|
2

𝐪,α,β

 

∙ 𝛿(𝐸𝜇 − ℏΩα𝐪 − ℏΩβ − ℏω).                                      (13)  

Here �̂�𝑒𝑙 (�̂�𝑒𝑝) is the electron-light (electron-phonon) interaction Hamiltonian; ω denotes 

the frequency of emitted photon; 𝑋𝜇
   with μ = QΓ or QK denotes the initial intervalley 

exciton state with energy 𝐸𝜇  ; 𝑋𝜈
   (𝛸𝜎 ) denotes the first (second) mediating exciton state 

with energy 𝐸𝜈  (𝐸𝜎); Ωα𝐪 and Ωβ denotes the frequencies of the two emitted phonons in 

modes α and β; γ = 2 meV is a phenomenological broadening energy due to the finite carrier 

lifetime.  

 

We note that, in the two-phonon process, the wave vector q of the first emitted phonon 

(Ωα𝐪) can vary; therefore, we need to sum over states corresponding to different q. However, 

once the wave vector of the first phonon is given, the wave vector of the second phonon 
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(Ωβ) is determined by the conservation of momentum in the two-phonon scattering process. 

Therefore Eq. (13) does not contain the sum over the wave vector of the second phonon. 

For the dominant two-phonon processes, the first phonon is coupled (nearly) resonantly to 

the exciton states, hence the scattering strength is sensitive to a small variation of the 

phonon wave vector q; but the second phonon is coupled non-resonantly to the exciton 

states, hence the scattering strength is insensitive to a small variation of the phonon wave 

vector.  

In Eq. (13), the �̂�𝑒𝑝 matrix elements in the numerator are insensitive to q, but  the 

inverse energy factor in the denominator is sensitive to q for the (nearly) resonant process. 

Therefore, we can simplify the expression by approximating the numerator at a fixed q 

corresponding to the K, Q or Γ point, while suming over the inverse energy factor over q. 

By using this approach and summing over energy-degenerate excitonic transitions, Eq. (13) 

can be simplified as 

𝑃𝜇
(2)(ω) = 2𝜋

𝑁ℏ
∑ ∑ 𝑓𝜎𝜈𝜇

𝛼 |⟨ω|�̂�𝑒𝑙|𝛸𝜎⟩|2
𝑆𝜎𝜈

𝛽 𝑆𝜈𝜇
𝛼 𝛿(𝐸𝜇 − ℏΩα − ℏΩβ − ℏω)ν,σα,β . (14)   

Here 𝑆𝜈𝜇
𝛼   and 𝑆𝜎𝜈

𝛽   are the exciton-phonon scattering strengths defined by Eq. (6), 

evalulated at a fixed q that corresponds to the K, Q, or Γ point. The integral over q is 

included in the factor 𝑓 
𝛼 , which is given as: 

𝑓𝜎𝜈𝜇
𝛼 ≈

𝐴𝑐𝑔𝜎𝜈𝜇
2

(2𝜋)2 ∫ 𝑑2𝑞∞
0 | ∆α +ⅈ𝛾

∆α −ℏ2𝑞2
2𝑚𝜈 

+ⅈ𝛾
|

2

=
𝐴𝑐𝑔𝜎𝜈𝜇

2 |∆α +ⅈ𝛾|2𝑚𝜈
 

2𝜋ℏ2𝛾
[𝜋

2
+ tan−1 (∆α 

𝛾
)] (15) 
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Here 𝐴𝑐 = 32.75 (in atomic unit) is the area of the primitive cell; 𝑚𝜈
  is the effective mass 

of the exction state ν (in unit of free eletron mass); ∆α = 𝐸𝜇 − 𝐸𝜈 − ℏΩα  ;  𝑔𝜎𝜈𝜇
   is a 

degeneracy factor, which is the number of degenrate transitions emitting the same phonons. 

In order to obtain 𝑃𝜇
(2)  in Eq. (14), we need to calculate 𝑆  for different transitions. 

Below we will consider the dominant two-phonon transition processes. For both QΓ and 

QK initial exciton state, the second mediating state should be a momentum-direct exciton 

state that couples to light. The dominating direct exciton state should be at either K, Q, or 

Γ valley (or region) (denoted as 𝛸𝛫𝛫, 𝑋𝑄𝑄 , 𝑋𝛤𝛤, respectively), because they are all strongly 

coupled to light.  

For the QΓ initial exciton, there are four dominating groups of two-phonon pathsways 

to reach such a direct exciton state. These pathways dominante because they all invovle 

one nearly resonant mediating state. Below we will describe each group of pathways. 

(1) 𝑋𝑄Γ
 → 𝑋𝑄′Γ

 → XQ′Q′
     

In the first group of pathways, 𝑋𝑄Γ
   first transits to 𝑋𝑄′Γ

   through electron scattering 

from Q to Qʹ valley (this is a nearly resonant transition because Q and Qʹ valleys are energy 

degenerate); a phonon with momentum close to Q – Qʹ is emitted in this process (this 

phonon can be near the Q, K or M point, or their symmetry-related points). Afterward, 𝑋𝑄′Γ
  

transits to X𝑄′𝑄′
  through hole scattering from Γ valley to Qʹ region; a second phonon with 

momentum close to –Qʹ is emitted in this process.  
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Here Qʹ denotes any of the six inequivalent Q valleys; therefore this group of pathways 

includes six different paths via six different Qʹ valleys. We note that when Qʹ is Q, the 

𝑋𝑄Γ
 → 𝑋𝑄Γ

  transition is an intravalley transition that emits a phonon near the Γ point. 

(2) 𝑋𝑄Γ
 →  𝑋𝑄′Γ

 → XΓΓ
   

In the second group of pathways, the 𝑋𝑄Γ
 →  𝑋𝑄′Γ

  transition is the same as in the first 

group. In the second transition, 𝑋𝑄′Γ
   transits to XΓΓ

   through electron scattering from Qʹ 

valley to Γ region in the conduction band; a second phonon with momentum close to Qʹ is 

emitted in this process. This group includes six pathways via six different Qʹ valleys. 

(3) 𝑋𝑄Γ
 →  𝑋𝑄K

 → 𝑋𝐾𝐾
  

In the third group of pathways, 𝑋𝑄Γ
  first transits to 𝑋𝑄𝐾

  through hole scattering from Γ 

to Κ valley; a phonon with momentum close to –Κ is emitted in this process (this is a 

resonant or nearly resonant transition because of the samll 𝑋𝑄Γ
 − 𝑋𝑄𝐾

  energy separation). 

Afterward, 𝑋𝑄𝐾
  transits to 𝑋𝐾𝐾

  through electron scattering from Q to K valley; a second 

phonon with momentum close to Q – K ≈  –Q is emitted. We note that there are two 

inquivalent K valleys (i.e. K and Kʹ valleys); so, this group includes two pathways via the 

K or Kʹ valley.    

(4) 𝑋𝑄Γ
 → 𝑋𝑄K

 → 𝑋𝑄Q
   

In the fourth group of pathways, the 𝑋𝑄Γ
 → 𝑋𝑄K

  transition is the same as in the third 

group. In the second transition, 𝑋𝑄K
  transits to XQQ

  through hole scattering from K valley 

to Q region in the valence band; a second phonon with momentum close to K – Q ≈ Q is 
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emitted in this process. This group includes two pathways via the K or Kʹ valley. By 

including all of the four types of pathways above, there are totally 16 (nearly) resonant 

pathways in the two-phonon process of 𝑋𝑄Γ
 . 

For the QK initial exciton, there are also four dominating groups of two-phonon 

pathways to reach a momentum-direct exciton state. These pathways dominante because 

they all invovle one (nearly) resonant mediating state. Below we will describe each group 

of pathways. 

(1) 𝑋𝑄K
 → 𝑋𝑄′K

 → XKK
     

In the first group of pathways, 𝑋𝑄Κ
   first transits to 𝑋𝑄′K

   through electron scattering 

from Q to Qʹ valley; a phonon with momentum close to Q – Qʹ is emitted in this process 

(this is a nearly resonant transition because Q and Qʹ valleys are energy degenerate). 

Afterward, 𝑋𝑄′K
   transits to XΚΚ

  through electron scattering from Qʹ to K valley; a second 

phonon with momentum close to Qʹ – K is emitted in this process. This group includes six 

different paths via six different Qʹ valleys. When Qʹ is Q, the 𝑋𝑄K
 → 𝑋𝑄K

  transition is an 

intravalley transition that emits a phonon near the Γ point.  

(2) 𝑋𝑄K
 →  𝑋𝑄′K

 → X𝑄′𝑄′
   

In the second group of pathways, the 𝑋𝑄K
 →  𝑋𝑄′K

  transition is the same as in the first 

group. In the second transition, 𝑋𝑄′𝐾
   transits to X𝑄′𝑄′

   through hole scattering from K 

valley to Qʹ region in the valence band; a second phonon with momentum close to K – Qʹ 

is emitted in this process. This group includes six pathways via six different Q’ valleys. 
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(3) 𝑋𝑄K
 →  𝑋𝑄𝛤

 → 𝑋𝑄𝑄
  

In the third group of pathways, 𝑋𝑄K
  first transits to 𝑋𝑄𝛤

  through hole scattering from Κ 

to Γ valley; a phonon with momentum close to Κ is emitted in this process (this is a 

resonant or nearly resonant transition because the 𝑋𝑄Γ
 − 𝑋𝑄𝐾

  energy separation is close to 

the energy of a phonon). Afterward, 𝑋𝑄𝛤
  transits to 𝑋𝑄𝑄

  through hole scattering from Γ to 

Q valley; a second phonon with momentum –Q is emitted. There is only one pathway in 

this group.   

(4) 𝑋𝑄𝐾
 → 𝑋𝑄𝛤

 → 𝑋𝛤𝛤
   

In the fourth group of pathways, the 𝑋𝑄K
 → 𝑋𝑄𝛤

  transition is the same as in the third 

group. In the second transition, 𝑋𝑄𝛤
   transits to 𝑋𝛤𝛤

   through electron scattering from Q 

valley to Γ region in the conduction band; a second phonon with momentum close to Q is 

emitted. This group includes only one pathway.  

By including all of the four types of pathways above, there are totally 14 dominating 

pathways in the two-phonon process of 𝑋𝑄𝐾
 . 

We note that for all of the above pathways for QΓ and QK initial excitons, the emitted 

phonons are all near the Γ, Q, M, and K points (and their symmetry-related points). These 

faciliate our assignment of the phonon replicas. 
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Exction-phonon 

transitions 

Phonon 

momentum 

Phonon branches from low to high energy 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

XQ1Γ
 → XQ1

 Γ
  Γ 

0 

(0) 

0 

(0) 

0 

(0) 

1.933 

(21.4) 

5.677 

(21.5) 

0.284 

(29.9) 

0.079 

(29.9) 

12.97 

(30.2) 

2.550 

(37.1) 

XQ1K
 → XQ1

 K
  Γ 

0 

(0) 

0 

(0) 

0 

(0) 

1.931 

(21.4) 

5.670 

(21.5) 

0.284 

(29.9) 

0.078 

(29.9) 

18.18 

(30.2) 

0.230 

(37.1) 

XQ1Γ
 → XQ1

′ Γ
  

XQ1K
 → XQ1

′ K
  

K 
12.22 

(13.1) 

0.597 

(15.3) 

6.637 

(17.6) 

0.156 

(23.8) 

0.304 

(26.0) 

2.936 

(26.6) 

0.852 

(29.7) 

0.245 

(30.9) 

1.586 

(32.4) 

XQ1Γ
 → XQ2

′ Γ
  

XQ1Γ
 → XQ3

′ Γ
  

XQ1K
 → XQ2

′ K
  

XQ1K
 → XQ3

′ K
  

Q 
1.168 

(10.1) 

3.310 

(13.5) 

0.628 

(13.9) 

2.298 

(23.6) 

 

0.204 

(25.4) 

 

0.603 

(26.6) 

 

0.134 

(29.3) 

 

0.321 

(32.1) 

0.086 

(32.8) 

XQ1Γ
 → XQ2

 Γ
  

XQ1Γ
 → XQ3

 Γ
  

XQ1K
 → XQ2

 K
  

XQ1K
 → XQ3

 K
  

M 
9.813 

(13.7) 

2.762 

(14.6) 

0.057 

(16.6) 

0.007 

(24.0) 

1.694 

(24.9) 

5.293 

(27.7) 

0.025 

(29.0) 

0.830 

(31.6) 

0.345 

(31.8) 

XQK
 →  XQΓ

  

for any Q valley 
K 

20.55 

(13.0) 

124.5 

(15.4) 

106.4 

(17.7) 

2.497 

(23.7) 

4.683 

(26.1) 

19.66 

(26.6) 

5.135 

(29.7) 

6.306 

(30.8) 

0.477 

(32.4) 

XQΓ
 → XQK

  

for any Q valley 
K 

0.585 

(13.0) 

1.109 

(15.4) 

0.338 

(17.7) 

0.056 

(23.7) 

0.178 

(26.1) 

0.811 

(26.6) 

0.333 

(29.7) 

0.463 

(30.8) 

0.041 

(32.4) 

 

Table 4.5. The 𝑺𝝂𝝁
𝜶  values calculated by DFT for different exciton-phonon scattering 

processes that emit the first phonon in the two-phonon replica. These scattering processes are 
all (nearly) resonant. The approximate momentum of the emitted phonon is listed in the second 
column, where K denotes the K or Kʹ point, Q denotes any of the six Q points, and M denotes any 
of the three M points (M1, M2, M3) in the Brillouin zone. At each of these points, there are nine 
pairs of phonon modes, labeled by 1 – 9 from low to high energy; each pair is nearly degenerate. 
We have summed over the contributions from the two nearly degenerate phonon modes for the 𝑆𝜇𝜈

𝛼  
values listed here. The values for strong transitions are bolded. The number in the parenthese denote 
the energy of the emitted phonon (in unit of meV).  
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All of the two-phonon pathways listed above, they consist of two transitions – the first 

transition emits the first phonon through a (nearly) resonant scattering process, and the 

second transition emits the second phonon through a non-resonant scattering process. We 

have calculated the exciton-phonon scattering strength for both transitions. The scattering 

strength of the first (resonant or nearly resonant) process is listed in Table 4.5 for all the 

relevant pathways. The second (non-resonant) process is the same as those in the single-

phonon replicas; the scattering strength has been listed in Table 4.3. By combining Tables 

4.3 and 4.5, we can obtain the strength of the two-phonon processes as the product of the 

strengths of its two constituent one-phonon processes.  

After we obtain the two-phonon scattering strength 𝑆𝜎𝜈
𝛽 𝑆𝜈𝜇

𝛼  , we calculate the two-

phonon replica spectra by using Eq. (14) and the 1:2:4 ratio of |⟨ω|�̂�𝑒𝑙|𝛸𝜎⟩|2
 for 𝑋𝐾𝐾 , 𝑋𝑄𝑄 , 

𝑋𝛤𝛤, similar to our calculation of single-phonon replica. The calculated two-phonon replica 

spectra for 𝛸𝑄𝛤  and 𝛸𝑄𝐾  are displayed in Fig. 4.11.  In Fig. 4.11, we broaden the spectral 

lines by replacing the delta function in Eq. (14) with a Lorentizian function with half width 

of 0.5 meV. 

Figure 4.11a displays our calculated two-phonon replica spectra of QΓ exciton. The 

figure includes the spectra associated with different types of two-phonon pathways as well 

as the total spectra as their sum. The total spectrum exhibits multiple peaks, which can 

somewhat account for 𝑋𝑄𝛤
1−5 observed in our experiment (see the labels in Fig. S13a). By 

examining the spectra associated with different types of pathways, we find that the two-

phonon replicas of 𝑋𝑄𝛤
  are mainly contributed by the 𝑋𝑄𝛤

 → 𝑋𝑄′𝛤
 → 𝑋𝑄′𝑄′

  and 𝑋𝑄𝛤
 →
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𝑋𝑄′𝛤
 → 𝑋𝛤𝛤

  pathways, while the other two types of pathways (𝑋𝑄Γ
 →  𝑋𝑄K

 → 𝑋𝐾𝐾
 ; 𝑋𝑄𝛤

 →

𝑋𝑄𝐾
 → 𝑋𝑄𝑄

 ) only contribute weakly. Notably, 𝑋𝑄𝛤
5  is contributed significantly by two-

phonon paths involving the 𝑋𝑄𝛤
 → 𝑋𝑄𝛤

  intravalley transition, which emits an optical 

phonon near the Γ point. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.11. Calculated emission spectra of two-phonon replicas for (a) QΓ exciton and (b)
QK exciton in bilayer WSe2.  The figure displays the spectra associated with different types of 
two-phonon pathways as well as the total spectra as their sum. 

Figure 4.11b displays our calculated two-phonon replicas of QK exciton. The 

calculated spectrum shows multiple peaks, which can somewhat account for 𝑋𝑄𝐾
1−6 

observed in our experiment (see the labels in Figure 4.11b). In our theoretical results, the 

two-phonon replicas for 𝑋𝑄𝐾
  are mainly contributed by the 𝑋𝑄K

 →  𝑋𝑄𝛤
 → 𝑋𝑄𝑄

  and 

𝑋𝑄𝐾
 → 𝑋𝑄𝛤

 → 𝑋𝛤𝛤
  pathways. Notably, the 𝑋𝑄𝐾

 → 𝑋𝑄𝛤
  transition with acoustic phonon 

emission is strongly resonant when the emitted phonon energy is close to the 18-meV 
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difference between 𝑋𝑄𝐾
  and 𝑋𝑄𝛤

  (Table 4.5). Two-phonon processes involving such 

strongly resonant transitions contribute dominantly to 𝑋𝑄𝐾
1−5  in our result. 𝑋𝑄𝐾

6  is 

contributed significantly by two-phonon pathways involving the 𝑋𝑄K
 → 𝑋𝑄K

  intravalley 

transition, which emits an optical phonon near the Γ point. 

Figure 4.12 displays our calculated total one-phonon and two-phonon replica spectra 

for both 𝛸𝑄𝛤   and 𝛸𝑄𝐾  . Remarkably, the calculated spectra show that the two-phonon 

replicas are overall stronger than the one-phonon replicas. There are two factors leading to 

this unusual behavior. First, the additional transition in the two-phonon process is a (nearly) 

resonant process, which has a transition rate close to 100%. Second, there are many more 

pathways in the two-phonon processes (≥14 paths) than in the one-phonon processes (only 

two paths); thus, the total transition rate is proprotionally larger in the two-phonon 

processes.  

In Figures 4.10-12, we only mildly broaden the spectra by replacing the delta function 

in Eq. (7) and (14) with a Lorentizian function of half-width 0.5 meV. The theorectical 

spectra hence display sharp lines. In our experiment, however, the replica peaks are 

relatively broad. To compare with the experimental results, we plot the theorectial one-

phonon, two-phonon, and total replica spectra by using a Lorentizian broadening function 

of half-width 2 meV. The results, displayed in Fig. 4 of the main paper, agree decently with 

our experimental spectra. 
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Our theoretical simulation enables us to give detailed assignments of the observed 

phonon replicas. In Table 4.6, we list the relevant exciton-phonon scattering processes and 

phonon modes for different replica peaks for both QΓ and QK excitons. Further research 

is merited to resolve replicas associated with individual scattering process and further 

understand the rich exciton-phonon coupling physics in bilayer WSe2.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.12. Comparison of relative emission strength of one-phonon replica and two-
phonon replica for (a) QΓ exciton and (b) QK exciton in bilayer WSe2. 
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Phonon 
replica

s 

Redshift  
(Expt.) 
(meV) 

Redshift  
(Theory) 

(meV) 

First transition Second transition 

Transition Phonon mode 
(energy in meV) Transition 

Phonon mode 
(energy in 

meV) 

XQΓ
1  13.0 ± 2.0 13.5 𝑋𝑄Γ

 → XQQ
  Q2 (13.5) 

Q3 (14.0) – – 

 XQ𝛤
2  27.6 ± 1.0 

24.0 𝑋𝑄Γ
 →  𝑋𝑄K

  K2 (15.4) 𝑋𝑄K
 → 𝑋𝑄𝑄

  Q1 (8.57) 

26.3 𝑋𝑄Γ
 →  𝑋𝑄K

  K3 (17.7) 𝑋𝑄K
 → 𝑋𝑄𝑄

  Q1 (8.57) 

27.2 
𝑋𝑄1Γ

 → 𝑋Q2
 Γ

  
𝑋𝑄1Γ

 → 𝑋Q3
 Γ

  M1 (13.8) 

𝑋𝑄2Γ
 → X𝑄2𝑄2

  
𝑋𝑄3Γ

 → X𝑄3𝑄3
  

𝑋𝑄2Γ
 → 𝑋ΓΓ

  
𝑋𝑄3Γ

 → 𝑋ΓΓ
  

Q2 (13.5) 
 

 XQΓ
3  41.7 ± 2.0 

40.3 
𝑋𝑄1Γ

 → 𝑋Q2
 Γ

  
𝑋𝑄1Γ

 → 𝑋Q3
 Γ

  M1 (13.8) 

𝑋𝑄2Γ
 → X𝑄2𝑄2

  
𝑋𝑄3Γ

 → X𝑄3𝑄3
  

𝑋𝑄2Γ
 → 𝑋ΓΓ

  
𝑋𝑄3Γ

 → 𝑋ΓΓ
  

Q5 (26.6) 

40.4 𝑋𝑄Γ
 →  𝑋𝑄K

  K2 (15.4) 𝑋𝑄K
 → 𝑋𝑄𝑄

  Q5 (25.0) 

42.2 𝑋𝑄Γ
 →  𝑋𝑄K

  K2 (15.4) 𝑋𝑄K
 → 𝑋𝑄𝑄

  Q6 (26.8) 

 XQΓ
4  45.7 ± 1.2 

44.5 𝑋𝑄Γ
 →  𝑋𝑄K

  K3 (17.7) 𝑋𝑄K
 → 𝑋𝑄𝑄

  Q6 (26.8) 

45.9 𝑋𝑄1Γ
 → 𝑋Q1

′ Γ
  K1 (13.1) 𝑋Q1

′ Γ
 → 𝑋Q1

′ Q1
′

  Q9 (32.8) 

46.6 
𝑋𝑄1Γ

 → 𝑋Q2
 Γ

  
𝑋𝑄1Γ

 → 𝑋Q3
 Γ

  M1 (13.8) 

𝑋𝑄2Γ
 → 𝑋𝑄2𝑄2

  
𝑋𝑄3Γ

 → 𝑋𝑄3𝑄3
  

𝑋𝑄2Γ
 → 𝑋ΓΓ

  
𝑋𝑄3Γ

 → 𝑋ΓΓ
  

Q9 (32.8) 

 XQΓ
5  57.7 ± 1.4 56.9 

59.6 𝑋𝑄Γ
 →  𝑋𝑄Γ

   Γ8 (30.3) 𝑋𝑄Γ
 → 𝑋𝑄𝑄

  Q6 (26.6) 
Q7(29.3) 

 

Phonon 
replicas 

Redshift  
(Expt.) 
(meV) 

Redshift  
 (Theory) 

(meV) 

First transition Second transition 

Transition Phonon mode 
(energy in meV) Transition Phonon mode 

(energy in meV) 

XQK
1  28.8 ± 1.8 

25.6 𝑋𝑄K
 →  𝑋𝑄𝛤

  K2 (15.4) 𝑋𝑄Γ
 → 𝑋ΓΓ

  Q1 (10.2) 

27.9 𝑋𝑄K
 →  𝑋𝑄𝛤

  K3 (17.7) 𝑋𝑄Γ
 → 𝑋ΓΓ

  Q1 (10.2) 

28.9 𝑋𝑄K
 →  𝑋𝑄𝛤

  K2 (15.4) 𝑋𝑄Γ
 → XQQ

  Q2 (13.5) 

XQK
2  32.4 ± 1.2 31.2 𝑋𝑄K

 →  𝑋𝑄𝛤
  K3 (17.7) 𝑋𝑄Γ

 → 𝑋ΓΓ
  Q2 (13.5) 

XQK
3  41.9 ± 1.8 42.0 𝑋𝑄K

 →  𝑋𝑄𝛤
  K2 (15.4) 𝑋𝑄Γ

 → XQQ
  Q6(26.6) 

XQK
4  46.2 ± 1.8 

47.4 𝑋𝑄K
 →  𝑋𝑄𝛤

  K2 (15.4) 𝑋𝑄Γ
 → 𝑋ΓΓ

  Q8 (32.0) 

44.3 𝑋𝑄K
 →  𝑋𝑄𝛤

  K3 (17.7) 𝑋𝑄Γ
 → 𝑋ΓΓ

  Q6 (26.6) 

XQK
5  49.1 ± 1.6 

48.2 𝑋𝑄K
 →  𝑋𝑄𝛤

  K2 (15.4) 𝑋𝑄Γ
 → 𝑋ΓΓ

  Q9 (32.8) 

50.5 𝑋𝑄K
 →  𝑋𝑄𝛤

  K3 (17.7) 𝑋𝑄Γ
 → 𝑋ΓΓ

  Q9 (32.8) 

XQK
6  58.3 ± 2.0 59.4 

𝑋𝑄K
 → 𝑋𝑄K

   
𝑋𝑄K

 →  𝑋𝑄𝛤
  

Γ8 (30.3) 
K6 (26.6) 

𝑋𝑄K
 → 𝑋KK

  
𝑋𝑄Γ

 → XQQ
  

M7 (29.0) 
Q9 (32.8) 

Table 4.6. Dominant transitions and phonon modes involved in different replica features for 
QΓ and QK excitons in bilayer WSe2. All the listed energies are in unit of meV. The errors of the 
experimental energies represent a confidence interval of about 9. 
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Chapter 5 

Defect-mediated coherent excitons in bilayer WSe2 
 
5.1 Introduction 

   
Coherent excitons, formed by quantum superposition of two or more different 

excitonic states, can exhibit novel properties that cannot be found in the component 

excitons. For example, in monolayer WSe2, while the K-valley and K’-valley excitons are 

coupled to light with right-handed and left-handed circular polarization, respectively, their 

coherent excitons can also be coupled to linearly polarized light. In heterobilayers of 

transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs, e.g., MoS2, WSe2), the interaction between 

intralayer and interlayer excitons can form coherent excitons with hybridized layer 

configuration. By controlling the coherent coupling between excitons, one may finely tune 

the properties of coherent excitons for novel applications in quantum optics and quantum 

information. 

Throughout the many decades of exciton research, different types of coherent excitons 

have been observed, but they all share one common feature – they are formed by excitons 

with the same center-of-mass (CM) momentum (momentum-matched excitons). Indeed, in 

a perfect crystal with no defect, where the crystal momentum is a good quantum number, 

it is impossible for excitons with different CM momenta (momentum-mismached excitons) 

to form a coherent eigen state with a well-defined momentum. For momentum-mismatched 

excitons to form coherent eigen states, one must break the crystal translation symmetry (i.e. 

introduce defects). While defect-related trapping and scattering of exctions are common in 
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semiconductors, defect-mediated coherent coupling of momentum-mismatched excitons 

has never been reported. As coherent excitons are usually delicate, we can perceive that 

defect-mediated coherent excitons are even more delicate with tiny signal and extremely 

fast decoherence. However, if defect-mediated coherent coupling of excitons can be 

realized, it can strongly enrich the physics and application of coherent excitons. For 

instance, by modulating the defect density and defect species, one may effectively control 

the properties of coherent excitons. 

 

5.2 Experimental results 

 
By using the second-order energy derivative of reflectanc contrast, we can resolve two 

weak features arising from defect-mediated optical coupling of the QK and Q’K intervalley 

excitons in bilayer WSe2. Under the application of an out-of-plane electric field, the QK 

and Q’K excitons undergo Stark splitting, couple with each other and also with the nearby 

KK intravalley excitons. On the one hand, we observe similar Stark shift between the QK 

and Q’K excitons, which contradicts against their different dipole moment; this observation 

suggests level repulsion between them. On the other hand, we observe prominent level 

repulsion between the Q’K exciton and the KK excitons, signifying coherent coupling 

between these two types of excitons with different CM momenta. We can quantitatively 

simulate the results by a model that considers defect-mediated coherent coupling between 

the QK, Q’K, and KK excitons. The good agreement between experiment and theory 

strongly support the emergence of defect-mediated coherent states in bilayer WSe2.  
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Bilayer WSe2 crystals has the 2H-stacking order and exhibit a hexagonal Brilloune 

zone, Figure 5.1a,b. Both the conduction and valence bands exhibit valleys at two 

inequivalent corners (K, K’points) of the Brillouin zone. The conduction band also exhibits 

valleys at six interior points, including three Q points and three Q’ points. The three Q (or 

Q’) points are related to one another by three-fold rotational symmetry, and the two sets of 

Q and Q’ points are related to each other by time-reversal symmetry. As we will show later, 

the presence of multiple valleys are crucial to produce strong excitonic coupling effect in 

the system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1 Intravalley and intervalley excitons in bilayer WSe2. (a). Top and side views of 
bilayer WSe2 crystal structure. (b). KQ and KQ’ intervalley excitons in the Brillouin zone. (c) Band 
structure with no external electric field. (d) Band structure at a finite out-of-plane electric field. The 
dominant spin of the related bands is denoted by blue (red) color for the spin-up (spin-down) 
configuration. (e-g) electron and hole density distribution along the out-of-plane direction for the 
KQ, KQ’, and KK exciton. 
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The multi-valley configuration give rise to different types of excitons, including three 

QK excitons, three Q’K excitons and one KK exciton; each of these seven excitons have 

different CM momentum with each other (the time-reversal Q’K’, QK’ and K’K’excitons 

can be handled trivially by including a two-fold energy degenercy). Although the QK and 

Q’K transitions appear to have the same energy in the electron band structure Figure 5.1c, 

their actual transition energies are different because the QK and Q’K  excitons have 

different binding energies due to their different electron-hole distribution on the two WSe2 

layers Figure 5.1e-f. By applying an out-of-plane electric field to break the inversion 

symmetry of the crystal, each conduction and valence band is split into two subbands with 

dominant spin-up or spin-down configurations Figure 5.1d. By using the density 

functional theory (DFT), we have calculated the electron and hole density along the vertical 

direction for the QK, Q’K and KK excitons Figure 5.1e-g. From the density distribution, 

we obtain the interlayer dipole moment to be 𝑝𝑄𝐾 = 0.200 𝑒 ∙ 𝑛𝑚 for QK exciton, 𝑝𝑄′𝐾 =

0.417 𝑒 ∙ 𝑛𝑚  for QʹK exciton, and 𝑝𝐾𝐾 = 0 for KK exciton. From the calculated dipole, 

we expect no Stark shift for the KK exciton, finite but markedly different Stark shifts for 

the QK and Q’K excitons. 

To experimental exploring these different excitons, we have fabricated dual-gate 

bilayer WSe2 devices encapsulated by boron nitride (BN). We use thin graphite as the gate 

and contact electrodes to enhance the device performance. 
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 By adjusting the ratio of the voltages on the top and bottom gates (𝑉𝑡/𝑉𝑏) according 

to their different capacitance, we can apply a vertical electric field on bilayer WSe2 without 

injecting net charges into the sample.  

For each electric field, we measure the reflectance contrast of bilayer WSe2 (Δ𝑅 𝑅⁄ ) 

and further perform the second-order energy derivative [𝑑2(𝛥𝑅/𝑅)/𝑑𝐸2] to sharpen the 

weak features. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.2 Defect-mediated coherent excitons in bilayer WSe2 (a) The experimental electric-
field-dependent map of the second-order energy derivative of reflectance contrast for bilayer 
WSe2. The sample remains charge neutral at different electric field. (b) Theoretical simulation of 
the second derivative of conductivity for bilayer WSe2 under varying electric field. 

 

Figure 5.2 displays the second-order differential reflectance contrast map of a bilayer 

WSe2 device at varying electric field. The strong feature at ~1.672 eV corresponds to the 

KK intravalley exciton. It exhibits no Stark shift as expected. Remarkably, at 23 meV and 

38 meV below the KK feature, we observed two sets of X-shape lines. They are quite weak, 
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but clearly discernable in our map. We assign them as the QK and Q’Kexcitons for two 

reasons. First, their energy lie at the anticipated energy range of the QK and QK’ excitons. 

Seocnd, their Stark shifts are comparable to the expected Stark shifts of the QK and QK’ 

excitons. Third, their weak optical signals match the expectation for momentum-indirect 

excitons. As QʹK exciton has smaller binding energy than the QK exciton?, we assign the 

lower feature at 1.634 meV as the QK exciton and the higher feature at 1.649 meV as the 

Q’K exciton. In a perfect cyrtsal, momentum indirect excitons, such as the QK and Q’K 

excitons, are strictly forbidden from coupling with light by the conservation of momentum. 

Therefore, the weak optical signals of QK and Q’K excitons in our map must come from 

defect-assisted optical transitions of these two excitons. The role of defect is thus evidenced 

and crucial in our observation.   

One prominent feature in the map is the crossover between the KQ’ lines and the KK 

line. We observe clear signature of level repulsion between the KQ’ and KK excitons. As 

Q’K and KK excitons have different CM momenta, they cannot be coupled by the Coulomb 

interaction in a pefect crystal. The observed level repulsion can only occur when the crystal 

translation symmetry is broken (i.e. in the presence of defects). 
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Figure 5.3 Theoretical analysis of coherent exciton coupling in bilayer WSe2. The dotted lines 
show the QK, Q’K, and KK exciton energies under varying out-of-plane electric field without 
considering any coherent coupling between them. The solid lines show the energies of the 
hybridized exciton states between the QK, Q’K, and KK excitons under defect-mediated coherent 
coupling. 

 
5.3 KK interlayer exciton 

To explain the two X-shape features observed below the bright exciton (𝐴0) in the 

differential reflectance contrast map, we first consider the coupled states between the 

interlayer KK and K′K′ excitons (both with the hole localized in the top layer). These two 

excitons can form symmetric and antisymmetric combinations. The symmetric one 

corresponds to the spin-singlet bright exciton; the antisymmetric one, together with two 

dark interlayer K′K and KK′ excitons (both with hole localized in the top layer), becomes 

the three energy-degenerate states within the spin triplet. Only the spin-singlet is optically 

active but very weak due to the interlayer nature and strong localization of both electron 

and hole in the K valley (see Figure 5.4a). There is another optically allowed spin-singlet 
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interlayer KK exciton (with hole localized in the right layer). The two spin-singlet excitons 

are degenerate in energy by symmetry, and the electron-hole exchange (EHX) coupling 

between them is negligible due the spatial separation. Thus, the assignment of KK excitons 

cannot explain the two pairs of interlayer excitons (with energy spacing of 16 meV) as 

observed experimentally. Furthermore, the exciton-exciton coupling between the interlayer 

KK exciton with intralayer KK exciton through the EHX interaction will be very small, 

since the overlap of electron wavefunction in c1 band in the right layer with that in v1 band 

in the left layer is negligibly small. Due to the weak exciton binding in this interlayer KK 

exciton, the peak position is expected to be above the A0 exciton. This actually agrees with 

the weak cross-like feature slightly above A0 observed experimentally. 

 

 

Figure 5.4 Illustration of in-plane averaged electron density of bilayer WSe2 in (a) top valence 
band (Kv1), the second conduction band (Kc2) and the third conduction band (Kc3) at K point and 
(b) first conduction band (Q𝑐1

 ) and the second conduction band (Q𝑐2
 ) at Q point. 
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5.4 Intervalley-coupling induced optically active excitons 

 
For bilayer WSe2, the conduction-band minimum occurs at the Q  point and the 

valence-band maximum occurs at the K  point  [68]. For defect-free samples, only 

momentum-direct excitons are optically active. However, typical samples usually have 

some number of defects that can induce intervalley scattering to cause optically active 

indirect excitons, especially when there are degenerate valleys such as the Q valleys. The 

electron density distributions in the lowest two degenerate conduction bands at Q point are 

shown in Figure 5.4b. We note that the charge density in second conduction band (Q𝑐2
′ ) at 

 Q′  point is the same as that in band Q𝑐2
  (green curve in 5.4b) with a spin flip. 

For  QK (Q′K) exciton, the electron will be in the first (second) conduction band in the 

Q (Q′) valley with ~2/3 (1/3) charge density in the left layer. Although these excitons are 

indirect, they can become optically active with the assistance of defect scattering. 

For the optical transitions starting from a spin-up electron in the top valence band 

(𝑣1), We shall consider QK intralayer exciton (with hole localized in the left layer and 

Q′K′  (with hole localized either in the right layer) as well as Q′K interlayer exciton. There 

is another set of excitons for the optical transitions starting from a spin-down electron in 

the valence band, which have the same exciton envelope function as the spin-up case due 

to the time-reversal symmetry. Let’s first consider the spin-up case. Namely, the hole in 

these four excitons considered will be created from the top valence band with spin up either 

in the K valley (with charge density primarily localized in the left layer) or in the K′ valley 

(with charge density primarily localized in the right layer). Because the energies of these 

four excitons are close, the coupling between them due to Coulomb interaction can be 
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significant. Here, we consider the intervalley-coupling induced optically active excitons 

associated with electron in the Q  (Q′) valley and hole in the K (K′) valley. See Figure 5.5 

for illustration. 

 

Figure 5.5 Illustration of coherently coupled 𝐐𝐊 intralayer and 𝐐′𝐊 interlayer excitons 
induced by defect scattering in bilayer WSe2. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion  
 

In this dissertation we have presented our findings in two major chapters, we 

summarize these here. 

First, we fabricated dual-gated bilayer WSe2 devices with hexagonal boron nitride 

(BN) encapsulation by micro-mechanical exfoliation and co-lamination of thin crystals. In 

this process, we use thin graphite as the gate and contact electrodes to enhance the device 

performance. By adjusting the ratio of the voltages on the top and bottom gates (𝑉𝑡/𝑉𝑏) 

according to their different capacitance, we can apply a vertical electric field on bilayer 

WSe2 without injecting net charges into the sample. We aimed to investigate the intervalley 

excitons in bilayer WSe2 system under the application of out-of-plane electric field. By 

using ultraclean bilayer WSe2 devices, we were able to directly resolve the QΓ exciton 

emission and conduct a complete comparative electric-field-dependent studies between the 

two dominated emissions in bilayer WSe2: QΓ and QK excitons. Remarkably, we observe 

that the QΓ exciton is located at ~18 meV below the QK exciton; this reveals considerably 

stronger binding of the QΓ exciton than the QK exciton. We also observe strong Stark 

effects in both excitons under an out-of-plane electric field, but the QΓ Stark shift is 

significantly weaker than the QK shift.  

Moreover, both excitons exhibited strong two-phonon replicas, which are 

comparable to or even brighter than the one-phonon replicas and outshine the primary 

emission. We simulated the replica spectra by comprehensive theoretical calculation. Our 
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results revealed the existence of numerous two-phonon scattering processes with (nearly) 

resonant exciton-phonon scattering, which led to unusually strong two-phonon replicas in 

bilayer WSe2. 

Second, we conducted reflectance contrast spectroscopy in bilayer WSe2. Using the 

second-order energy derivative of reflectance, we observed two weak features arising from 

defect-mediated optical coupling of the QK and QʹK intervalley excitons in bilayer WSe2. 

Under the application of an out-of-plane electric field, the QK and QʹK excitons coupled 

with each other and also with the nearby KK intravalley excitons. On the one hand, we 

observed similar Stark shift between the QK and QʹK excitons, which contradicts their 

different dipole moments; this observation suggests level repulsion between them. On the 

other hand, we observed prominent level repulsion between the QʹK exciton and the KK 

excitons, signifying coherent coupling between these two types of excitons with different 

centre of mass momenta. We quantitatively simulated the results by a model that considers 

defect-mediated coherent coupling between the QK, QʹK, and KK excitons.  

To conclude, our novel results demonstrate bilayer WSe2 to be an exceptional 

valleytronics material, with switchable intervalley excitons and strong two-phonon 

scattering, which hardly exist in other atomically thin semiconductors. In addition, the 

emergence of coherent states between momentum-mismatched excitons provides 

important insight into the role of defects in coherent excitonic coupling in semiconductors. 
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